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Abstract
The third-party tracking ecosystem continuously evolves in scope, therefore, understanding of
it is at best elusive. In this thesis, we investigate this complex ecosystem from three dimen-
sions. Firstly, we examine third-party trackers from a geographical perspective. We observe
a non-uniform presence of local third-party trackers between regions and countries within re-
gions, with some trackers focusing on specific regions and countries. Secondly, we focus on how
trackers share user-specific identifiers (IDs). We identify user-specific IDs that we suspect are
used to track users. We find a significant amount of ID-sharing practices across different organ-
isations providing various service categories. Our observations reveal that ID-sharing happens
at a large scale regardless of the user profile size and profile condition such as logged-in and
logged-out. Finally, we quantify the effect of tracker-blockers, a popular option for the users
to protect their privacy, on the page-load performance. The effect of such tools on the over-
all user browsing experience is questionable as the blockage of trackers can disrupt the general
website loading process. The tracker-blockers we studied have a considerable negative effect on
page-load performance. Unexpectedly, we find that even highly popular websites are negatively
affected. This thesis points to significant gaps in our knowledge about the inner workings of this
complex ecosystem. Moreover, it highlights some of the challenges that we face when attempting
to preserve user’s privacy by using tracker-blockers.
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The role of the Internet in everyday life evolves continuously. Interacting with Online Social
Networks (OSNs), watching streamed videos and shopping online are all now daily activities
in the lives of most citizens. In addition, Web interactions enabled by developments such as
dynamic client-side interaction (e.g., Ajax [1]) and cloud-based services have led to significant
changes in the Internet traffic [2] and website complexity [3].
One of the expanding family of new entrants in the Web are the third-party tracking services.
They provide features such as advertising, analytics, OSN plug-ins and content hosting. Al-
though some user interactions with these services may be conscious and explicit, e.g., sharing
content or engaging with OSN plug-ins, most interactions users have with these services will not
be explicit. Indeed, users may often be unaware of the presence of the third-party tracking ser-
vices at all. Furthermore, these services can access user personal information and record user’s
online activities. For example, consider a scenario in which a user is visiting a web page about
pregnancy on www.nhs.uk (the UK National Health Service); Figure 1.1 shows a sample of
the HTTP requests that are sent from the user browser to www.nhs.uk and two third-parties:
(1) cloudfront.net to serve content (e.g., images) and (2) google-analytics.com to
analyse the traffic of the website. In this scenario, Amazon has access to the user’s visited page























Figure 1.1: Example in which a user’s visited web page on www.nhs.uk is exposed to
third-party trackers: cloudfront.net and google-analytics.com via the Referrer
HTTP header and the dl and dt URL parameters (coloured in red).
title via the dl and dtURL parameters. Therefore, a user’s browsing activity is exposed to Ama-
zon and Google without the user’s awareness. The capability of third-party trackers to access user
personal information has even been exploited for governmental surveillance purposes, e.g., the
PRISMA surveillance program [4]. Additionally, third-party trackers are exploited by miscreants
to spread malware across the Web [5].
Third-party tracking ecosystem has gained attention from academic, technical and legal commu-
nities, due to their association with privacy concerns and their increasing ubiquity. The activities
of various communities help raise awareness about the potential risks caused by third-party track-
ers. There have been online projects that used third-party trackers to collect user information
without their consent which failed due to the efforts made by technical and legal entities.1 There-
fore, we need further research to expose the inner workings of third-party tracking ecosystem to
prevent future violations of user privacy. As a step towards this goal, this thesis aims to shed light
on the prevalence of the third-party trackers and their potential effects on the end-users.
1 For example, in a collaboration between BT and Phorm, a system was developed which collected
user browsing behaviour to enable targeted advertisements. This project alarmed legal and technical com-
munities which led to the suspension of the project.
1.1. Motivation 3
1.1 Motivation
There are various studies focusing on identifying dominant players and their global distribu-
tion [6, 2, 7, 8]. They show that there is a limited number of corporations that are significantly
dominating this field. Numerous works warn us about the capability of third-party trackers in
collecting user personal information, this valuable asset of the Web economy [9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15]. Considering such a capability of the third-party trackers, it is expected that countries
develop strategies to use their own local tracking services. However, we have limited insight
into the local market of the third-party trackers. Indeed, how does the third-party tracking group
look like besides the global players? Do non-dominant players have a prevalent presence? What
countries have more local players? Are local players dominant? Are there some players tar-
geting specific countries or geographic regions? In Chapter §4, we address these questions by
analysing the geographical distribution of third-party trackers across 28 countries covering five
geographical regions.
One of the practices of the user tracking is sharing user-specific identifiers (IDs). The parties
involved in ID-sharing are in the position to merge their datasets corresponding to track the user
whose user-specific identifier is shared. Current understanding about this practice is limited to a
few works [16, 17]. They point to the importance of the ID-sharing mechanism by providing a
valuable insight into the user browsing history’s re-construction that can happen via ID-sharing.
In Chapter §5, we present a study aimed to reveal the nature of ID-sharing parties across the Web.
As the tracking arms race continues, there are various efforts from different communities to pro-
vide protection mechanisms for the end-users. These mechanisms include the use of tracker-blocking
plug-ins, opt-out cookies, private browsing and privacy-enhancing tracking. Tracker-blockers are
currently the primary protection option for the informed users. Some studies investigate the ef-
fectiveness of tracker-blockers on user’s privacy. However, the impact of tracker-blockers on the
page-load performance is less-explored. This performance is observable by the end-users and
thus has a vital role to keep them engaged with websites. Does blocking third-party trackers nec-
essarily have a positive effect on the page-load performance? Do different tracker-blockers have
similar effects on the page-load performance? How different categories of websites are being
affected? In Chapter §6, we quantify the effect of two popular tracker-blockers, Ghostery and
AdBlock Plus, to answer the raised questions.
1.2. Contributions 4
1.2 Contributions
1. We reveal that third-party trackers are beyond a set of global dominant players. We
observe a considerable number of local third-party trackers in various countries of our
study of which some are dominant in their corresponding regions.
2. We reveal that user-specific ID-sharing happens prevalently across organisations. Fur-
thermore, we uncover that the ID-sharing practice happens independent of user’s pro-
file size and user’s profile condition (i.e., logged-in and logged-out).
3. We quantify the effect of tracker-blockers on page-load performance. We find that
tracker-blockers have different effects on the page-load performance of websites.
1.3 Thesis Outline
We provide a brief background information about third-party trackers in Chapter §2. In Chap-
ter §3, we present the state-of-the-art research investigating the aspects of third-party trackers
that are within the scope of this thesis. We contribute to the existing knowledge in this field
by revealing its global and local players across various countries in Chapter §4. Furthermore,
in Chapter §5 we study the prevalence of a specific user tracking mechanism which employs
user-specific ID-sharing, and we investigate the nature of the involved players. In Chapter §6
we analyse the effect of blocking trackers on websites in terms of page-load performance. We




An ecosystem is a network of various elements interacting with each other and their environ-
ment [18]. Ecosystems have functions and purposes to accomplish [19]. In the context of third-
party tracking, the purpose of the ecosystem is to deliver digital services and content in a way that
makes money and keeps the involved businesses afloat [20]. This ecosystem has the following
three main elements [21] (Figure 2.1):
• Consumers. End users that consume digital content and services provided by publishers,
• Publishers (First-Parties). Creators and owners of content (e.g., The Guardian, Yahoo and
Twitter) who provide consumers access to their content. Moreover, publishers allow third
party elements (e.g., advertisers) to reach those consumers.
• Third-Parties. Publishers can use the services offered by third-parties to deliver content to
their consumers. Some examples of the third-party services are targeted advertisements,
analytic services and content hosting (see §2.1). Third-parties are able to track the users’
interactions with the publishers.
The elements of an ecosystem are linked together via the interactions that happen between them.
In the third-party tracking ecosystem, every interaction is in fact a flow of information. Con-
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Figure 2.1: The main elements of the third-party tracking ecosystem
vertisements from a company like Double Click (a third-party element) for the visitor (consumer
element) of its online website (theguardian.com). In this scenario, The Guardian sends var-
ious information to Double Click about the targeted page (e.g., content category) and the targeted
visitor (e.g., unique user ID).
In this ecosystem, publishers typically offer free products and services that usually are not avail-
able offline, at least not for free. Meanwhile, publishers and third-parties can collect various
information about the end users and track their activities across the Web. The collected informa-
tion generates revenue (e.g., via targeted advertisement) that offsets the cost of providing content
and services. However, this practice of user data collection raises serious privacy concerns (see
§3.2).
We consider the third-party tracking ecosystem, a complex system; that is a system in which the
elements can have heterogeneous types and interactions with each other [22]. These interactions
are dynamic and are not present at all times which in turn can affect the behaviour and outcome
of the system. For example, in the third-party tracking ecosystem, a single publisher website
can collaborate with more than a hundred different third-party trackers [23]. Furthermore, the
presence of some of these third-party trackers can depend on the visiting user-profile which in
turn creates a dynamic set of collaborating elements in the ecosystem [17].
In this thesis, we take a multi-dimensional approach to explore the complex third-party tracking
ecosystem. In the remainder of this section we describe the main dimensions and their signifi-
cance within the ecosystem.
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Geographic scope of players. The third-party tracking ecosystem contains publishers and third-
party players from various countries across the world. While some of these players are globally
dominant, some players target local markets and consumers. Various studies show us that US-
based players are dominating the third-party tracking ecosystem. In Chapter §4 of this thesis,
we investigate the presence of third-party trackers across popular websites of 27 countries. We
identify local and global players across geographical regions.
Interaction between players. End users, publishers and third-party entities communicate with
each other using standard protocols such as HTTP. Some of these communications are used to
track the end users online activities. For instance, targeted advertising services try to find out
users interests through monitoring users activities across the Web (see §2.1). Although differ-
ent studies have addressed the user tracking mechanisms in the third-party tracking ecosystem
(see §3.3), our understanding about the characteristics of the user tracking groups remains lim-
ited. In Chapter §5, we analyse the nature of players involved in tracking users and their potential
intentions.
Privacy. There are various studies revealing the broad range of user personal information that
is accessible to the third-party elements when visiting publishers’ websites (see §3.2.2). Our
observations in Chapter §5 also confirms the leakage of personal information such as health
related information to the third-party entities. However, the end users are usually neither aware
of this leakage nor have control over it. In response to users privacy concerns, various methods at
the browser-side (e.g., browser plug-ins) are introduced to enable users observe the presence of
tracking parties behind publisher websites (see §3.4). Additionally, users can control the presence
of tracking parties (e.g., block tracking parties) using such methods. Although these methods
aim to mitigate the effect of tracking parties, they may affect the general users’ experience.
In Chapter §6, we analyse the effect of blocking tracking parties on the performance of the
publishers websites which reflects on users’ experience.
Economy. The revenue model of various players in the third-party tracking ecosystem relies
on collecting user personal information [24]. There are various studies estimating the financial
value of personal information for the involved players and its subsequent impact on the economy
of countries [24, 17, 25, 26]. However, the involved parties are usually secretive about the trade
of user data because of the underlying privacy concerns and to maintain a competitive edge [27].
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The economy dimension of third-party tracking ecosystem is out of the scope of this thesis.
However, our geographic investigations of third-party trackers in Chapter §4 is useful to better
understand the potential challenges for financial sectors. We further discuss these challenges in
Section §7.2.
Data protection regulations. The third-party tracking ecosystem presents new challenges such
as maintaining control over online personal data for the regulatory systems of countries. There
are various works investigating and providing potential solutions for those challenges from the
regulatory aspect [28, 29, 30]. In fact, some countries have already introduced online privacy
regulations. However, their enforcement and effectiveness is of debate. Although the regulatory
aspect is out of scope of this thesis, we briefly explain the regulations involving online privacy in
some of the investigated countries and regions (see §3.2.1). Moreover, in Chapter §7 we discuss
the challenges that countries encounter in dealing with the international presence of third-party
trackers.
2.1 Third-Party Trackers
In this section, we describe our methodology for identifying third-party trackers. Moreover, we
explain the main services that they provide and show how different third-parties can access and
record users’ information.
Identifying Third-Party Trackers. To identify a third-party tracker the domain name of a
HTTP connection is compared with the domain name of the visited website. For example,
chartbeat.com is a third-party tracker when bbc.co.uk is visited. However, this method
is not accurate when one domain name is actually a DNS CNAME alias of another domain,
for instance, bbci.co.uk and bbc.co.uk. To refine this domain-based approach, Krishna-
murthy and Wills [6] introduced Authoritative DNS (ADNS) method. In this method, a third-party
tracker of a visited site is the one whose ADNS server name is different from the ADNS server
name of the browsed website. We can use Linux utility commands such as nslookup and dig
to obtain the ADNS record of the domains. Figure 2.2 shows the ADNS records of bbc.co.uk
and bbci.co.uk obtained using nslookup tool version 2.2.0. Comparing the origin field
in the output of nslookup for bbc.co.uk and bbci.co.uk shows that their ADNS server
name is the same. The implementation of the ADNS method is available in Appendix B.
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Figure 2.2: The ADNS records of bbc.co.uk and bbci.co.uk (obtained using nslookup tool) indi-
cate that their origin domain is the same.
2.1.1 Advertisement Entities
Advertisement entities are one of the most dominant categories of the third-party trackers. In
fact, online advertising has become the main source of revenue for most websites [31]. Online
advertisement services are able to serve advertisements that are customised based on visitor’s
demographics information, geographic location and interests.
The websites willing to use the advertisement services (i.e., publishers) need to embed the adver-
tisement tracking programs. Figure 2.3 shows a sample tracking program of Google Ads service
to be used by publisher websites. This program, as it is described by Google [32], collects statis-
tics about user purchase, sign-up and page view. This tracking program includes a transparent
image to categorise different pages of a website (e.g., purchase page ) and some JavaScript soft-
ware program to record user activities and report them back to Google.
There are various entities collaborating with each other to deliver online advertisements of which
we describe the two main ones: Advertising Networks and Advertising Exchanges.
Advertising Networks. Advertising networks (ad networks) are intermediaries between adver-
tisement sellers and websites that want to host advertisements (publishers). Ad networks choose
targeted advertisements based on a targeting method (e.g., using visitor’s location) specified by
the publisher websites.
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Figure 2.3: A sample tracking program provided by Google.
Advertising Exchanges. While ad networks facilitate the process of serving advertisement, a
publisher may not be able to sell all of their advertisement slots through the ad networks, and for
advertisers there is no guarantee that certain publishers will be selected. To solve this problem,
an ad exchange entity is formed which enables selling advertisement slots via Real-Time Bidding
(RTB) mechanism. In this mechanism (Figure 2.4) an advertising space is auctioned off in real
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Figure 2.4: Ad exchanges sell the advertisement slots via Real-Time Bidding (RTB) mechanism.
The involved parties bid based on the relevance of user profile to the advertisements that they
offer.
2.1.2 Web Analytics Services
Web analytics services enable websites to better understand their audiences. These services pro-
vide various statistics such as number of unique visitors, their demographics and their browsers
specifications. Similar to the advertisement entities, analytics services provide tracking soft-
ware programs to be embedded in the publisher websites. For example, each time a user visits
cnn.com which uses the QuantCast analytics service, a HTTP request is sent to QuantCast
shown in Figure 2.5. The parameters in the requested URL reports information such as user visit
via the url parameter, category of user interest via title parameter and user screen resolution via






Figure 2.5: A sample HTTP request sent from cnn.com to QuantCast analytic service reporting
various information about user via URL parameters (shown in italic).
These services have different policies regarding data collection and data sharing. For instance,
Adobe guarantees by contract not to access or use the collected data [33]. Google provides an
opt-out option for the publishers by setting a parameter in Google Analytics JavaScript soft-
ware program [34]. Moreover, Google provides a browser add-on for users who wish to disable
tracking [35].
2.1.3 Online Social Networks
Online Social Networks (OSNs) differ from the other categories of third-party trackers due to
their dual role as being first-party (directly visited by user) and third-party simultaneously. The
OSN providers have access to two sources of user data, one that is directly provided by their
members and the other one that is indirectly collected (as third-parties) by tracking users. For
instance, Facebook is considered as a third-party tracker when other websites use its services
such as its social plug-ins e.g., like button and Facebook Audience Network (an advertisement
service) [36]. When a website such as booking.com uses an OSN service like the Facebook
advertisement service, detailed information of visitor’s query on booking.com is reported to
Facebook. Figure 2.6 shows a sample HTTP request sent from booking.com to Facebook.
The parameters in the requested URL such as cd[action] and cd[city] show the user’s query. In
this scenario, if the user is subscribed to Facebook, the collected user data via booking.com






Figure 2.6: Facebook as a third-party tracker for booking.com can record user information
that is included in the URL parameters (shown in italic).
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2.1.4 Hosting Services and Content Providers
Hosting Services enable websites to reduce load from their servers by transferring the content to
other servers. For instance, Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) replicate content over various
servers located in different geographic locations, and serve the content from the close-by server
to the user. For example, a website like foxnews.com uses Akamai CDN service to host some
of its content. In this case, Akamai can record user’s visit via URL parameters (Figure 2.7). In
addition to delegating hosting of content to the third-party trackers, many websites use content








Figure 2.7: Akamai CDN hosts some content of foxnews.com. Akamai includes the visited
page by user in the URL parameters (shown in italic).
2.2 Summary
In this chapter we describe the main categories of services provided by third-party trackers. Some
categories such as advertisement entities include various players e.g., advertising networks, ad-
vertising exchanges and advertisement providers. Analytics services provide statistical informa-
tion about websites’ visitors. OSN services enable websites to increase their visitors interac-
tions. Hosting services serve contents of websites and application providers enhance websites
with commonly used applications such as map and weather forecast.
We show how user personal information is accessed within each category. While the third-party
trackers mostly have indirect access to user personal information, those in OSN category are
privileged with direct access to the user profile information of their members.
The distribution of third-party trackers varies across different categories of services. For exam-
ple, the advertisement entities and the hosting services are more dominant in comparison with
the other categories. In Chapter §4, we give insight about how third-parties are distributed across
categories of services. Moreover, third-party trackers can collaborate with each other to build a
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more accurate user model. In Chapter §5 we investigate the collaboration between third-party




The Third-party tracking ecosystem has been studied from various perspectives. Some studies
elaborate on the evolution of third-party trackers over time [6, 2, 7, 8]. Other studies inform us
about the potential privacy violation risk of third-party trackers by investigating their access to
user personal information [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] and analysing their techniques for tracking
user activities across the Web [37, 17, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. Some studies focus on the techniques
to mitigate user privacy violation and protect users from being tracked by providing browser-
based solutions [43, 44, 45, 13, 46, 47, 48, 49] and privacy preserving user tracking methods [50,
51, 52, 53]. In this chapter, we review the state-of-the-art studies covering the aforementioned
aspects of the third-party tracking ecosystem.
3.1 Evolution of the Third-party Trackers
The evolution of the Web, in particular, third-party trackers has been studied in various works. A
number of longitudinal studies illustrate the gradual penetration of third-party trackers across the
Web. Krishnamurthy and Wills [6] measure the penetration of the third-party trackers amongst
1200 English-language popular websites across different categories of Alexa during three years,
from 2005 until 2008. They observe an increasing penetration of the third-party trackers amongst
the studied websites from 40% in 2005 to 70% in 2008. Beside individual third-party trackers,
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they investigate the presence of dominant companies in this industry. They manually identify
the acquisition of some third-party companies by prominent companies including AOL, Google,
Microsoft, Omniture, ValueClick and Yahoo. They report that the presence of Google’s third-
party tracking services amongst the websites reaches almost 60% in 2008 from only 8% in 2005.
After the Google family, Omniture and Microsoft have the highest growth during the period of
their study although much less than Google. They take one of the first steps to provide insight into
the growing market of the third-party trackers. We show further extension of tracking services in
these companies and emergence of new dominant companies providing tracking services (§4.4).
Another longitudinal study of the Web ecosystem is the one done by Ihm et al. [2]. In that study
the changes of the Web traffic during four years, from 2006 until 2010, across four countries (US,
Brazil, China and France) were examined. Their dataset includes their local university’s network
traffic collected through a globally distributed proxy on top of PlanetLab calling CoDeeN [54].
They examine the traffic share of top 50 advertising networks and analytics sites across the men-
tioned countries. Their findings show a consistent growth of such traffic across the investigated
countries with the largest growth in Brazil, in which the advertising networks traffic acquired
12% of the traffic in 2010 in comparison with 1% in 2006.
Simpson et al. [7] present the longest longitudinal study of the 2third-party trackers during 10
years, from 1996 to 2016. They studied Alexa top-500 websites using the Internet Archive’s
Wayback Machine. Wayback Machine hosts an archived version of websites since 1996. The
majority of popular third-party trackers are represented via the Wayback Machine, whereas the
presence of some is missed due to technical problems when websites are archived. However, their
investigation shows that the Wayback Machine’s data is reliable to study the trends of third-party
trackers changes over time. In general, they observe a sharp rise in the number of third-party
trackers creating cross-domain cookies (§6.2) from 2012 to 2016. Additionally, they find that the
number of third-party trackers forcing users to visit their websites (e.g., through pop-up windows)
are at peak in mid-2000, whereas this number is considerably reduced in the recent years.
Castelluccia et al. [8] examine the penetration of US-based third-party trackers on the popular
websites of 37 countries in 2013. Their examinations show the dominant presence of US-based
trackers amongst almost all studied countries. Russia appears as an exception with 49% local
trackers which dominates 39% US-based ones. We note that in this study AdBlockPlus and
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Ghostery Firefox plug-ins were used to identify third-party trackers. Therefore, the identified
third-parties are limited to those stored in the database of Ghostery and AdBlockPlus (see §6.2).
However, their observation uncovers the global demand for using third-party tracking services.
The current studies have revealed the speedy growth of third-party tracking services. The big
and mainly US-based corporations have taken the lead in providing such services. Moreover, the
access of these services to user’s data, as one of the most valuable capitals of the Web, is a great
motive for governments and countries to have their local players in this industry. In Chapter §4
we study the regional, local and less-known players to show that, indeed, local and regional
players have a strong presence across popular websites of different countries.
3.2 Privacy Concerns
There are various studies examining the accessibility of personally identifiable information to
third-party trackers. These studies shed light on the potential risk of privacy violation by third-
party trackers. Therefore, it is necessary to further explore third-party trackers.
3.2.1 Personally Identifiable Information (PII) and User Data Protection.
Data privacy law defines Personally Identifiable Information (PII) and provide a structure to
protect user’s data. However, the strictness of data privacy law varies across different countries.
Moreover, some countries have introduced ePrivacy laws focusing on user’s privacy on the Web.
US privacy law defines PII [55] as ”any information which can be used to distinguish or trace an
individual’s identity, such as their name, social security number, biometric records, etc. alone,
or when combined with other personal or identifying information which is linked or linkable
to a specific individual, such as data and place of birth, mother’s maiden name, etc..”. Some
examples that may be considered as PII (Table 3.1) are [56]: name (e.g., full name and maiden
name), personal identification number (e.g., social security number), contact information (e.g.,
street address, email address and phone number) and device information (e.g., IP and MAC
address). Some pieces of PII can be more harmful if exposed, for example the leakage of an
individual’s Social Security Number, medical history and financial account can be more harmful
than an individual’s phone number.
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In the US, the enforcement of regulation varies across different states and industries. Addition-
ally, some states have their own privacy laws of which California has one of the best user privacy
and data protection laws [57]. Under California law [58], ”any company that tracks any per-
sonally identifiable information about consumers must disclose in its privacy policy whether the
company honours any Do-Not-Track method or provides users a way to opt-out of such track-
ing.”. The same law also requires website operators ”to disclose in their privacy policy whether
any third parties may collect any personally identifiable information about consumers on their
website and across other third party websites.”.
The EU is considered to have stricter privacy laws than the US. The EU Directive 95/46/EC [59]
defines personal data (a term similar to PII) as ”any information relating to an identified or identi-
fiable natural person (”data subject”); an identifiable person is one who can be identified, directly
or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification number or to one or more factors
specific to his physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social identity.”.
The EU regulatory framework has a clear and comprehensive set of rules for personal data
protection. This means that all businesses located in any members of the European Union
should comply with such regulations. According to the Directive 2002/58/EC and its amendment
2009/136/EC, known as ePrivacy Directive, websites that are using cookies or other technologies
to collect user data should clearly inform users about such process and ask for their opt-in consent
as soon as website is loaded on user’s machine.
In the EU, the implementation and enforcement of data protection legislation can vary across
members of the European Union. For example, in Germany there is no requirement for active
opt-in consent, e.g., by clicking on a pop-up window containing opt-in consent message. While
in countries like UK, Netherlands and France having user opt-in consent is mandatory. Similarly,
in Australia, any entity that collects personal information should notify user about that. However,
the notification can be provided after the actual data collection [60].
We note that the EU’s strong data protection rules make any non-EU country, willing to do
business in the EU, to define adequate levels of data privacy practice in-line with the EU standard.
For example, Argentina’s data protection law has been updated to provide broader protection of
personal data following Spain’s data protection law [61]. Turkey is another example that has
provided new data protection law in 2016 as an attempt to harmonise with the EU [62].
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Contact info. Home address, City, Phone and Mobile number, Email address
Device info. IP address, MAC address, Mobile Unique Identifier
Demographic info. Age, Gender
Sensitive info. Social Security Number, Medical history
Table 3.1: Samples of Personally Identifiable Information (PII).
In Asia also some countries are adapting online privacy regulations. South Korea has one of
the strongest data protection laws in Asia [57]. Under South Korea’s IT Network Act, personal
information is defined as ”information pertaining to a living individual, which contains informa-
tion identifying a specific person with a name, a national identification number, or similar in a
form of code, letter, voice, sound, image, or any other form.” [63]. Moreover, using cookies is
also regulated and should provide opt-out option for the users. In China, under the cyber secu-
rity Law [64], personal information is defined as ”including all kinds of information, recorded
electronically or through other means, that taken alone or together with other information, is suf-
ficient to identify a natural person’s identity, including, but not limited to, the natural persons’ full
name, date of birth, identification numbers, personal biometric information, addresses, telephone
numbers and so forth”. In contrast with the EU, there is no particular requirements for cookies
in the existing regulations. Similar to the US, China currently lacks a centralised enforcement
mechanism for data protection and there is no single data protection authority or any other state
agency established to monitor the protection of personal data [64].
3.2.2 Accessible Personally Identifiable Information
Krishnamurthy et al. in [9] examine the access of third-party trackers to PII. They study over
100 popular websites across various categories such as news, shopping and relationship. They
focus on a subset of websites that enable users to create an account. After creating accounts and
navigating through the websites, they search the inserted information during account creation
amongst the recorded HTTP requests. They find the presence of fullname and email information
amongst the requests sent to the third-party trackers from 20 websites. There are various studies
showing that unique user-identifiers (created by websites to identify their users) are being passed
to third-party trackers [10]. Chabaan et al. in [11] report that 18% of the applications embed-
ded in Facebook (e.g., game applications) transmit the Facebook user-identifier to the third-party
trackers. Third-party trackers accessibility to personal user information is even, sadly, extended
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to sensitive information (e.g., health related topics). Wills and Tatar [12] show that some adver-
tisements served by the Google Ad Network and Facebook Ads are targeted based on sensitive
searched topics by the user. For instance, a user is served an anti-depression treatment advertise-
ment after searching for depression. Additionally, the presence of sensitive searched-terms in the
URL parameters of the requests sent to the third-parties is reported in [13, 9]. Unfortunately, we
also observe access of third-party tracking groups to sensitive user information (see Chapter §5).
RequestURL: ads,mobclix.com?i=xxxxxxxx-xxxx-;u=IPHONE-UDID;
User-Agent: Wattpad/1.6.1CFNetwork/459
Figure 3.1: Mobile unique device-identifier is transferred from Wattpad mobile application to
mobclix.com via i URL parameters.
Third-party trackers can access a new class of PII including precise user location and device-
identifier when users access the Web via mobile devices. Krishnamurthy and Wills [14] examine
the leakage of these new types of information when users use mobile versions of Online Social
Network (OSN) websites and also OSN mobile applications. They find that six out of 13 stud-
ied mobile OSN services transfer device-identifiers to the third-party trackers. Figure 3.1 shows
an example in which Wattpad transfers a unique device-identifier to mobclix.com. Addi-
tionally, they find two (out of 13) mobile OSN services that transfer precise user locations to
the examined third-party trackers. Figure 3.2 from [14] shows an example in which the precise




Figure 3.2: The precise user location (latitude and longitude information) is transferred from
Buzzd mobile application to pinchmedia.com via lat and lon URL parameters.
User Data Aggregation. Third-party trackers can expand their knowledge about users by aggre-
gating their dataset with anonymised datasets. In fact, information such as commercial transac-
tion, web browsing behaviour and search history can distinguish users from each other. Narayanan
and Shmatikov [15] examine the identification of the users subscribed on different social net-
works. They showed that 30% of users who are members of both Flicker and Twitter can be
identified from anonymous Twitter graph when there is a 15% overlap with the Flicker dataset.
Additionally, third-party trackers can expand their user dataset by aggregating it with publicly
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available personal information datasets. For instance, RapLeaf.com, one of the leading data
trading companies, provides name and other personal information if their client already have a
person’s email address [65].
3.3 User Tracking Mechanisms
Third-party trackers use various techniques to keep track of users browsing activities. Roesner
et al. [37] report that the majority of the third-party trackers of Alexa top-500 websites create
their own cookies and assign their own domain name to the created cookies. Figure 3.3 shows
an example of a cookie that belongs to doubleclick.net that stores a user-identifier. In this
example, doubleclick.net can read the stored user-identifier in that cookie from any web-
site in which doubleclick.net is embedded. Hence, doubleclick.net can track users
through various websites. Arnold Roosendaal [66] reports that when a user visits a website em-
RequestURL: https://adx.g.doubleclick.net/pagead/adview
Set-Cookie: id:35c192bce000b1;domain:doubleclick.net;
Figure 3.3: A sample HTTP cookie set by DoubleClick storing a user-identifier.
bedding the Facebook social plug-ins (e.g., Like button), Facebook receives the user-identifier
via its cookie. Krishnamurthy et al. [9] report cases in which one third-party tracker includes its
cookie value in a request sending to another third-party tracker i.e., cookie syncing. Olejnik et
al. [17] study cookie syncing as part of an in-depth investigation of Real-Time Bidding (§2.1.1)
characteristics. They observe the presence of over 100 cookie syncing across the Alexa top-100
websites. Acar et al. [38] further investigate the effect of cookie blocking on cookie syncing, in
particular those cookies storing user-identifiers. They introduce a method for detecting the user-
identifiers in cookies. They observe that cookie blocking decreases the amount of cookie syncing
and the number of involved parties. However, they reveal an important point that such a decrease
does not affect the overall access of domains to user data if these parties merge their datasets in
back-end. These studies highlight the presence and importance of cookie syncing practice across
the Web. In Chapter §5, we complement these studies by focusing on the nature of user-specific
ID-sharing players and their relation with user information.
While a cookie is the main location used by third-party trackers to store user tracking informa-
tion, other available storage at the end-user side have been exploited as a backup for cookies.
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Soltani et al. [39] report an unexpected use of Flash cookies (Local Shared Object) [67] as a mir-
ror of HTTP cookies. Flash cookies have some advantages over HTTP cookies such as a larger
storage capacity and not having an expiry date. Soltani et al. identify 31 websites out of the
top-100 Quantcas websites having at least one Flash cookie corresponding to one of their HTTP
cookies. Mcdonald et al. [40] report the regeneration of HTTP cookies using backup content
in Flash cookies after user removal. Acar et al. [16] report 107 websites amongst the top-10K
examined websites that are using Flash cookies. Other unconventional storage locations can be
used by third-party trackers, including ETag (Entity Tag) and Last-Modified HTTP fields
[68, 69]. For example, hulu.com (a video streaming website) is reported to use the ETag field
as a backup for user information stored in HTTP cookies [69]. Samy Kamkar [70] introduces the
ever-cookies API to replicate data into various storage locations including Flash cookie, ETags
and browser database to generate persistent cookies.
Some third-party trackers have recently turned to fingerprinting mechanisms to identify and track
users. Mowery et al. [71] introduce a new browser fingerprinting method based on the Canvas
API in HTML 5, called Canvas fingerprinting. This API enables a browser to generate images
on-the-fly. They find that the specification of an image generated by the Canvas API is unique
for each machine due to its dependencies on some system specifications including the operating
system, font library, graphics card, graphics driver, display resolution and the browser. This
may be due to the differences in system fonts, API implementations and the physical display.
Acar et al. [16] reveal that 5.5% of Alexa top 100K websites run canvas fingerprinting scripts
on their websites. Surprisingly, 95% of the discovered fingerprinting scripts belong to a single
third-party tracker, namely addthis.com. Eckersley et al. [41] investigate the effectiveness
of fingerprinting based on the browser specifications (e.g., version, plug-ins, and etc.) that are
inferred from HTTP requests. They find 94% of browsers (with enabled Flash or Java Virtual
Machine) exhibiting unique fingerprints. Olejnik et al. [42] study the feasibility of fingerprinting
based on user browser history. They find that 69% (196 out of 284) of their participants have
unique browsing history. Nikiforakis et al. [72] investigate the different implementations of
fingerprinting libraries. They report a frequent use of Flash and Internet Explorer’s specific
properties such as navigator.securityPolicy and navigator.systemLanguage
in the fingerprinting libraries.
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Browser-side Tracker-blocking browser plug-ins, Opt-
out Cookies, Do Not Track header, Private
Browsing
Privacy Preserving User Tracking Privad, RePrive, Adnostic
Table 3.2: Methods to mitigate the risk of personal user data collection.
3.4 Protecting Users
To protect users from invasive user tracking and mitigate the risk of personal user data collec-
tion, various methods have been introduced at the browser-side, such as blocking trackers, private
browsing, opt-out and DoNotTrack signals. Moreover, various proposals have been given to mod-
ify the interaction model of third-party trackers accordingly to preserve user privacy (Table 3.2).
3.4.1 Blocking Third-Party Trackers
One of the approaches to restrict user tracking is to prevent websites from sending requests
to third-party trackers. 2There are various tools to block third-party trackers using predefined
tracker-blocking lists.The analysis of 12 blocking tools done by Mayer [43] shows that under-
standing and configuring such tools can be challenging for the users. For instance, some tools
such as Ghostery [73] do not block the trackers by default, unless the users configure the corre-
sponding settings, however, many users do not feel the need for such configurations [74].
Some tracker-blockers such as Milk [44] and PrivacyBadger [45] interrupt third-party tracking
mechanisms instead of blocking them. For instance, Milk stops third-parties from creating cross-
site cookies, and enforce them to create a new cookie for each website they are embedded in
(§3.3). Additionally, some tools are aimed at raising user awareness about the presence of third-
party trackers. For instance, NoTrace [13] notifies users about their personal information that are
passed to the third-parties while they are visiting websites. This tool uses regular expressions to
detect pre-defined fields of interest in the URL such as email, name, etc. Despite the shortcom-
ings of these tools, using tracker-blocker tools has become popular with an estimated number of
198 million active users [75]. In Chapter §6, we analyse how these tools affect websites in terms
of page-load performance. Our analysis reflects also on the user’s experience.
Opt-out Cookies. The Network Advertising Initiative (NAI) which is in charge of online
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advertising regulation in United States, mandates targeted advertisers to provide users the choice
of opting out from their services. NAI implemented this principle using opt-out cookies [47] to
notify the ad network about user’s preferences. There are several concerns regarding this method:
users need to apply this setting for each browser separately; they need to create a new opt-out
cookie for each ad network; opt-out cookies can be removed mistakenly when users clear their
cookies; third-party trackers can set or delete opt-out cookies. Some of these problems have
been mitigated using browser extensions. For example, Targeted Advertisement Cookie Opt-Out
(TACO) [76] is a Firefox plug-in to simplify the usage of Opt-out cookies. It automatically sets
opt-out cookie for the ad trackers who are the member of NAI. However, Komanduri et al. [46]
report various cases amongst NAI member that do not follow NAI principles in regards to the
opt-out option.
Do Not Track. Do Not Track (DNT) is a proposed HTTP header field to give a signal to web
sites to disable their tracking. This proposal is easily implementable from the browser-side by
appending DNT=1 field to the HTTP outgoing request; Chrome, IE, Firefox and Safari have
already implemented it. However, the action that needs to be taken by the receiver-side of this
header (e.g., publisher websites and third-party trackers) is not clearly defined. In comparison
with opt-out cookies, this method is robust and can be easily added to browsers, yet there is no
technical nor legislation enforcement behind it, which sadly left it as a policy only [48].
3.4.2 Private Browsing Mode
Major browsers such as Chrome, Firefox, IE and Safari include the private browsing mode fea-
ture. The goal of private mode is to enable users to browse across the Web without leaving any
trace of their activities on their machine. To achieve this goal, user browsing activities during pri-
vate mode should not be accessible in the standard mode (browser is not in the private mode) and
vice versa. Moreover, user activities across different sessions in private mode should not be link-
able. Aggarwal et al. [49] investigate the implementation of private browsing across four popular
browsers. They report that Firefox, Chrome and IE handle the secure transition between standard
and private mode, whereas Safari leaves storage components of the standard mode available in
the private mode which is against the aforementioned goal of private browsing mode.
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3.4.3 Privacy Preserving User Tracking
Privacy Preserving user tracking techniques, in contrast to the previous methods, enable third-
party trackers to collect information about users while preserving their privacy. For instance,
Privad [50] is a privacy preserving architecture for targeted advertisement. In this system the
user profile is built at the client-side. Users subscribe to a specific category of advertisements
and chooses the most relevant ads based on their interest. The client software reports the visited
ads to the Ad Network (e.g., DoubleClick) via a proxy in-between to hide user’s identity. Privad
is an ideal architecture which blocks any user information leakage (such as user interests, user ad
view). However it needs fundamental changes to the current business model. Similar to Privad,
Adnostic [51] relies on the client-side profiling and local advertisement selection. It uses an
intermediary component as a trusted third-party which is in charge of encrypting and decrypting
the user interaction.
In contrast to [50, 51], RePrive [52] is a general-purpose architecture for controlling the trans-
mission of personal information through the browser. It keeps user information and the profiling
process at the browser. Moreover, RePrive enables third-party applications (e.g., search engines
and OSNs) to run their own data mining on the browser via a browser extension. The third-party
extensions should comply with security policies defined by RePrive such as informing users
about access to their data. RePrive grants permissions to users to decide about releasing their
information. While this architecture can support various applications, its practicality is depen-
dent on the service providers to accept the user profile maintained by RePrive. Additionally, it
is confusing and inconvenient for the users to be asked for their consent in any communication
with the third-party trackers. Bilenko and Richardson in [53] propose a client-side approach for
keyword-search advertising. In this approach the computation for building the user profile is
done by advertisement entities. The user profile is stored at the client side and the company is
trusted to delete the profile from their server. This approach requires less changes in the current
system, however, the question of how to guarantee the compliance of the involved parties remains
challenging.
We note that technical and research communities have provided various guidelines to make sys-
tem designers and implementers aware of privacy-related design choices. One of these communi-
ties is Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), the organisation that defines standard Internet op-
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erating protocols such as TCP/IP [77]. IETF has issued several guidelines such as RFC-6973 [78]
which lists different kinds of privacy threats, mitigations for those threats and a check-list of ques-
tions for identifying and addressing privacy issues. Additionally, in RFC-7258 [79] the threat of
pervasive user monitoring and the necessity to consider such a threat in the technical design of
both new and existing protocols are discussed.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter we presented the state-of-the-art research investigating third-party tracking ecosys-
tem. We discussed how third-party trackers attempt to collect personally identifiable information,
exchanging with other parties and the approaches to avoid these actions. In the remaining chap-
ters we extend the existing studies by further exploring third-parties, their geographical presence,




Anatomy of the Third-Party Trackers 1
4.1 Introduction
Third-party trackers have become an uninvited guest in our online browsing activities. Third-
party tracking ecosystem is evolving in scope and complexity [7, 6, 3]. Third-party trackers
combine multiple tracking methods [7, 37] and collaborate with various other trackers [81] to
expand their capability in collecting personal data from users such as demographic information,
interests and locations.
Now-a-days personal data is an important asset for the digital economy similar to how the crude
oil is for the industrial economy [8]. Hence, the capability of third-party trackers to collect
personal information made them popular for the digital economy. For example, Facebook made
over $3 billion revenue from targeted advertisements in the second quarter of 2015 and only UK
advertisements are estimated to have contributed £5 billion to Google’s sale in 2015 [82].
While these services are now vital for the digital economy, they have triggered plenty of debate
regarding the user privacy violation issues as the end-user is usually unaware of such services and
has no control over them. Moreover, these services can be exploited by governments for citizen
surveillance. For example, Google analytics service has been misused by the National Security
1This study has been published in the proceedings of the 6th Workshop on Traffic Monitoring and
Analysis (TMA), 2014, UK [80]
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Agency (NSA) in the USA to identify individuals [4].
Previous works [8, 6], As reviewed in Section §3.1, [8, 6] report that a small number of in-
ternational corporations are heavily dominant across the globe including corporations such as
Google, Yahoo, Microsoft and AOL. They observe that the third-party tracking services of these
corporations are growing in terms of the number of their services and their penetration across
websites. Specifically the presence of Google third-party services has grown 52% during three
years (years 2005 to 2008). We expect that organisations such as Google are still dominating due
to the increasing variety of their services. However, we expect the rise of other global and local
players due to the growing popularity of third-party tracking services, in particular advertisement
related services.
US-based third-party trackers have taken the lead in this industry. Considering the different ap-
plications and benefits of third-party trackers (see §2), it is expected that countries may develop
their own local tracking services. Some countries like Russia have already expanded their local
third-party tracking services [8] (see §3.1). We expect that more countries develop their local
tracking services, specifically those with higher level of Web penetration. We believe that un-
derstanding the geographical distribution of third-party trackers, particularly local ones, helps to
get better insight of this growing industry. In this chapter, we expose the third-party tracking
industry across various countries and regions to understand:
• The correlation between the number of third-party trackers and the Web penetration in the
countries.
• The role of third-party trackers in different countries.
• The distribution of the local and overseas third-party trackers across countries and geo-
graphic regions.
• The distribution of major and minor players in various geographic regions.
In the following sections we first describe our data collection method (§4.2). We then analyse
the presence of third-party trackers on both per-country (§4.3) and regional (§4.4) basis. We
summarise our findings in §4.5.
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Enhance	  Firefox	  
with	  the	  find-­‐
tracker	  plug-­‐in	  	  
Open	  the	  landing	  
page	  of	  the	  target	  
website	  in	  Firefox	  
Create	  a	  new	  
Firefox	  profile	  
Step	  1	   Step	  2	   Step	  3	  
Figure 4.1: The data collection procedure is performed in the depicted three steps.
4.2 Data Collection
We develop the find-tracker Firefox browser plug-in to record all the HTTP requests and re-
sponses passing through the browser (the plug-in is available online [83]). Our plug-in uses
the Firefox API [84] to capture HTTP headers such as Host, Referer and Cookie. Fig-
ure 4.2 shows a sample of an HTTP request sent from www.nhs.uk (referer header) to
webtrendslive.com (Host header) which includes a cookie set by webtrendslive.
com. Additionally, we build a Python software program that accepts a list of URLs as its input
and subsequently opens up the browser to visit each of these URLs one at a time. Moreover,
the Python program removes the existing Firefox profile and creates a new profile before visiting
each website (This software program is available in Appendix A). This program together with
our browser plug-in, enable us to collect the HTTP requests and responses passing through the
browser when a website is visited.
Figure 4.1 shows the data collection procedure in our experiment. We note that this procedure
is performed automatically by the aforementioned Python program. First, the find-tracker plug-
in is installed on the Firefox browser. Second, a new Firefox profile is created. Afterwards, the
landing page of the Alexa top-500 popular websites in each country listed in Table 4.1 is browsed.
While the landing page is open on the Firefox browser, the plug-in records all the HTTP requests
sent by the browsed website. Every 60 seconds, the next URL is retrieved from the list and its
landing page is visited as explained above.
We use PlanetLab’s infrastructure nodes to carry out our experiment. We run our experiment in
28 different countries to gain access across the globe. All the nodes are identically set-up by in-
stalling GNOME desktop environment and Firefox. To improve our coverage in the Middle-East,
we also run our experiment on a computer located in Qatar. Further, the paucity of PlanetLab
nodes in Africa is coupled with the failure of our scripts to complete successfully on the few
nodes in Africa, we do not present data for that region. All our data are obtained between 28
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Figure 4.2: A sample of HTTP request sent from www.nhs.uk (referer field) to webtrend-
slive.com (Host field) which includes a cookie set by webtrendslive.com.
March 2014–28 April 2014.
Region Country
North America Canada, US
South America Argentina, Brazil, Ecuador
Europe Belgium, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Nether-
lands, Norway, Russia, Slovenia, Sweden, United Kingdom
East Asia China, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, Taiwan
Middle East Israel, Jordan, Qatar, Turkey
Oceania Australia, New Zealand
Table 4.1: The countries for which we collected data and their assigned region.
We identify third-party trackers using the ADNS method that we discussed earlier in Chapter
§2. In visiting the Alexa top-500 websites in 28 countries from different regions of the world,
we visit a total of 6,497 unique websites and identify 6,817 third-party trackers. We observe the
presence of third-party trackers on over 80% of the visited websites. Qatar (814), Korea (769)
and Hong Kong (726) are the top three countries in terms of number of third-party trackers,
while the United Kingdom (397), Jordan (330) and Belgium (274) are the bottom three. We
group countries into six geographical regions: North America, South America, Europe, East
Asia, Oceania and the Middle East. Table 4.1 shows the investigated countries and the regions to
which they belong. The highest numbers of third-party trackers is seen in Europe (3378) and East
Asia (2009). Normalising by the number of countries in each region, North America, Oceania
and the Middle East are the regions with the highest average numbers of third-party services per
country.





















































































Figure 4.3: The strength of countries in terms of number of local third-party services.



















































Figure 4.4: Web Index ranking against locally hosted third-parties per country.
4.3 Per-Country Analysis
In this section, we examine the presence of third-party trackers within and across the countries
of our study. We begin our analysis by counting the number of third-parties which are physically
hosted in the studied countries. We rely on a geoiplookup utility tool to determine the country
in which each observed third-party resides. The geoiplookup tool looks up for a given host-
name or IP address in the online available GeoIP databases such as those from MaxMind [85].
Our results in Figure 4.3 show substantial variations in number of locally hosted third-parties
in the countries across each region. For example, in the Middle East region Turkey and Israel
have many more local third-parties than other countries in that region. Overall, we find that US,
Germany and China have the highest number of locally hosted third-parties.
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Is there a correlation between level of Web penetration in a country, and the number of
third-parties hosted in that country? To answer this question, we use the Web Index2 that
is provided by the WWW Foundation. The index, first released in 2012 and updated in 2013,
measures the contribution of the Web in 81 countries using four factors: “Universal Openness”
for communication infrastructure, “Freedom and Openness” for citizen rights of information,
opinion and online privacy, “Relevant Content” for accessibility of relevant information based on
gender and language, “Empowerment” for impact of the Web on society, economy and politics.
Figure 4.4 presents the scatter-plot for Web Index ranking against locally hosted third-parties per
country. We observe that the majority of countries with high ranking have actually high number
of locally hosted third-parties. However, Turkey, Hungary, Russia and China constitute four
exceptions with over 100 locally hosted services while they are ranked below 50. Furthermore,
we calculated the Pearson correlation between the number of locally hosted third-parties and
the Web Index ranking. The resulting correlation is 0.26 which indicates a weak yet a positive
correlation between the two factors. However, the correlation is not statistically significant (P-
value=0.2009, Pearson correlation).
How are third-party trackers distributed geographically when compared with the location
of the websites they’re embedded on? The heat map in Figure 4.5 displays the local and over-
seas presence of third-party trackers. The y-axis shows the hosting country of the visited website
and the x-axis shows the country of the third-party tracker. For example, the top row shows
that the local websites of Qatar have embedded third-party trackers mostly from US in addition
to a few from Japan. We find large presence of the overseas third-party trackers (40%=2,988
cases) across countries while some countries are clearly dominant. We identify United States,
Japan, Great Britain, France and Germany as the countries with the third-parties across local
websites of almost all countries in our dataset. The presence of third-parties based in the US
is by far stronger than the other studied countries. This is in line with the findings reported
in [8]. Amongst European countries, Great Britain, France and Germany have similar and no-
table presence of third-parties in each other’s local websites. The same holds for the third-parties
from Norway and Sweden. In the Middle East, Turkey and Israel have considerable presence
of overseas third-party trackers from Netherlands, Sweden and particularly Russia in addition to
the aforementioned dominant countries of Europe. In East Asia, some countries such as Japan
2http://thewebindex.org/





















































































Figure 4.5: Heatmap showing locations of third-parties. Darker colours indicate greater presence,
and the region of each country in the two left-most plots is depicted by the colour of the blue bars
on the left and at the top.
and Hong Kong have notable presence of European third-party trackers whereas China has only
a few European third-party trackers that are from Sweden (1), Netherlands (1) and Russia (2).
What is the role of third-party trackers in terms of services they provide? We categorise
third-party trackers based on their provided services (see Chapter §2) using information available
on Ghostery [73] and Abine[86] about tracking companies in addition to manual inspection of
the third-party trackers’ websites. In total we categorise 424 third-party trackers including the
top 200 global and top 200 overseas ones.
We find 40% (=158) of the categorised third-party trackers providing services related to the
advertisement entities (see Section §2.1.1) such as targeted advertisers, advertisement servers
(hosting advertisement content), advertising exchanges (Table 4.2). The second most services
are analytics (see Section §2.1.2) and Web hosting services e.g., CDNs (see Section§2.1.4) which
are provided by 20% (=100) of the third-party trackers. We observe that the diversity of services
provided by the local third-party trackers varies across countries. In US, Russia and France the
variety of services are high, whereas in Germany, Great Britain and Japan third-party trackers are
















FR Advertisement Entities(721), Analytics(161),
Hosting Services(57)
HU Advertisement Entities(105), News(96)
NL Hosting Services(54), Advertisement Entities(50)
US Advertisement Entities(28,979), Analytics(12,963), Host-
ing Services(3,883), Application Providers(730), OSN(238),
Search Services(136)
Table 4.3: Top services provided by local third-party trackers of dominant countries.
mainly part of advertisement entities. Hungary has the highest number of news related services
while portals and shopping services are considerably higher in China. We summarise the key
services provided by the local third-party trackers of dominant countries in Table 4.3.
4.4 Regional Analysis
We carry on our analysis by identifying dominant third-party trackers in each region after ag-
gregating third-parties within their parent companies, identified through a combination of three
methods. First, we use Collusion’s dataset [87] to detect third-parties belonging to the same
company. We manually inspect this dataset for any changes using websites and Wiki pages of
the involved companies. Second, we use the e-mail addresses of third-party domains obtained
by querying their ADNS record (see Chapter §2). However, the email address is unhelpful if it is
a general account from a cloud, CDN or DNS service. For example, awsdns-hostmaster@
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Co.(#Domains) Co.(#Domains)
Google* (42) Amazon* (3)
Aol (18) Facebook (3)
Yahoo* (14) RadiumOne (3)
Sina (12) Sizmek* (3)
Conversant (11) AudienceScience (2)
Baidu (7) Burst Media (2)
247 Real Media (4) Nielson (2)
ComScor* (4) Twitter (2)
Adobe* (3) Quantcast* (2)
AddThis (3)
Table 4.4: Top-20 ad related companies and number of their third-party tracker domains. *
indicates companies whose trackers appeared in all countries.












Figure 4.6: Aggregated third-party trackers within their parent companies
amazon.com is the email address of all third-parties hosted on Amazon Web Services, and
dns-admin@google.com is assigned for all services hosted on Google App Engine. We
identify the unhelpful email addresses by their email domain name belonging to the known CDN
and DNS services, or containing keywords indicating such services. For these cases we use
the organisation that is indicated in their whois records if available, or else we assume the
third-party has no parent company. We are aware that there can be some cases with an outdated
whois record or email addresses but we believe this is the best approach that can be executed
automatically.
The distribution of aggregations we carry out is shown in Figure 4.6. The size of the parent
companies varies considerably: some appear to own tens of third-party trackers while others have
fewer than five. Table 4.4 shows the well-known companies related to advertisement entities (see
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Section §2.1.1) and number of their third-party domains. We find that Google, AOL and Yahoo
own the largest number of third-party trackers. The number of third-party tracking services
owned by these companies has increased compared with the figures reported by [6, 2]. The third-
party trackers belonging to the aforementioned companies as well as Adobe, Amazon, ComScor,
Quantcast and Sizmek appears in all countries of our study. These companies are indicated by *
in Table 4.4.
What are the dominant players across the geographic regions? In addition to the well-known
services such as Google, we also observe some less well-known third-party services spread across
almost all regions. We present the top-20 in each region in Figure 4.7. We find third-party ser-
vices belonging to Google, Amazon and Facebook roughly in the same position throughout our
investigated regions (top four) while Yahoo, compared with the other regions has a notably higher
position (second place) in Europe (Figure 4.7b) and South America (Figure 4.7d). This difference
in South America is due to the high number of occurrences of the Yahoo third-party requests in
Ecuador (4,304; 10% of the third-party websites in South America). Similarly, Slovenia, Norway
and Hungary contribute most in Europe (Figure 4.7b).
Beside the most famous players, we identify other third-party services with extensive presence
across all regions. For example, scorecardresearch belongs to comScore Inc., an analytics
company, netdna-cdn belongs to NetDNA, a CDN company, and quantserve belongs
to QuantCast, a behavioural advertising company. These appear in almost all regions except
that netdna-cdn doesn’t appear in East Asia (Figure 4.7c). This presence implies a growing
competitiveness of such businesses across the regions.
Which geographic regions have higher number of local third-parties? We observe a notable
presence of local third-parties in specific regions such as East Asia and Europe. We remind
that local third-parties are those services which are physically located in the related region. In
East Asia (Figure 4.7c), 11 cases from the top-20 are based in this region (e.g., sina-family,
tabaocdn.com); in Europe (Figure 4.7b), 4 services amongst those presented are mainly found
in European countries (DE-based: adtech.de; FR-based: criteo.com, smartadserver.
com; GB-based: badoocdn.com). On the other hand, in Oceania (Figure 4.7f) and South
America (Figure 4.7d), there are far fewer local third-parties (one out of top-20) and in the Mid-
dle East (Figure 4.7e) there are none in the top-20.



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.7: Top-20 third-party websites by region. Occurrence count for each third-party is
displayed above each bar.
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What does the ecosystem of third-parties look like if we put the dominant and popular
players aside? Considering the dominance of US third-party trackers, we exclude all the local
third-party trackers of the US. This leaves us with about 70% (4,505) of the total identified third-
party trackers.
Figure 4.8 shows the last-15 minor third-parties in each region. While minor services have
expectedly low occurrence in Europe (Figure 4.8b), North America (Figure 4.8a), the Middle
East (Figure 4.8e) and Oceania (Figure 4.8f), their presence in South America (Figure 4.8d)
is relatively high. Moreover, these services are equally spread across countries of each region
with the exception of Qatar which has a high occurrence of the minor third-party trackers in
comparison with other countries in the Middle East (Figure 4.8e).
It is notable that amongst these minor services some are globally active. We identify 5 cases
amongst last 15: entrust.net (Canada-based identity protection company), mmstat.com
(China-based analytics), performgroup.com (GB-based sport content distribution and ad
broker company), smartclip.net (German-based ad re-targeting) and ctnsnet.com (GB-
based ad re-targeting). We don’t observe any global third-party tracker in South America (Fig-
ure 4.8d) however we identify number of local and Spanish minor trackers such as buscape.
com.br (Brazil-based marketplace) and epimg.net (Spain-based popular news website).
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we presented a study of the geographic differences in the 2presence of third-party
trackers. We sampled the Alexa top-500 most popular websites in each of 28 countries across
widely spread regions of the world: North America, South America, Europe, East Asia, Middle
East and Oceania. In line with our prior expectations (see §4.1), we identified considerable
presence of local third-parties across popular websites of the studied countries, in particular
in East-Asia and Europe. We identified a positive (yet small) correlation between the level of
Web penetration in the countries of our study and the number of local third-party trackers of
those countries. However, this correlation is not statistically significant. We identified countries
such as China, Russia, Hungary and Turkey with low Web penetration ranking but considerable
number of local third-parties. We think that factors such as strong state-controlled cyber security

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.8: last-15 minor third-party trackers per region. Globally observed third-parties are
indicated by *.
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We have exposed the key services provided by local third-party trackers of different countries.
While most of the countries have a high number of services related to the targeted advertising,
some appear to have a high variety of services. One example is Russia with its high presence
of advertisement entities, search and analytics services. Having various type of services spread
across popular websites of different countries enables one country to access different sorts of
user information belonging to citizens of other countries. For instance, in case of Russia its local
third-party trackers have considerable presence in popular websites of Germany, Netherlands,
US and Turkey. This presence implies the potential access of Russia to the data of citizens of
the aforementioned countries which makes legal and financial management of personal data flow
challenging. In Chapter §7 we discuss some of these challenges.
40
Chapter 5
Tracking Personal Identifiers Across the Web 1
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we showed a strong presence of local and global third-party trackers
across popular websites of various countries and regions. In this chapter, we focus on the third-
party trackers assigning personal identifiers to users and share these identifiers with other parties.
One of the techniques used by third-party trackers to follow user’s activities across the Web relies
on sharing user-specific identifiers (IDs). Figure 5.1 shows an example of this practice happen-
ing when a user visits a website such as cnn.com. In this scenario rubiconproject.com,
a third-party tracker for cnn.com, shares its user-specific identifier with another third-party
tracker such as adrate.com via the rub-IdURL parameter. In this example, rubiconproject.
com and adrate.com are able to merge their datasets based on the shared ID.
As we reviewed in §3.3, a few works highlight the presence of user-ID sharing [6, 17]. The
presence of this practice particularly between advertisement related parties is reported in [17].
Moreover, the authors in [38] introduce a method to identify user-specific IDs (see §3.3). They
identify 730 parties that are involved in sharing user-specific IDs. Considering the aforemen-
tioned findings, we expect that this practice is dominant across various players of different com-
1This study has been published in the proceedings of the 12th Conference on Passive and Active
Measurement (PAM),2016, Cyprus [81]










Request URL: adrate.com?rub_id=jky23d-u&…  
Request URL: rubiconproject.com… 
Cookie:	  UserId=jky23d-u 
Redirect URL: adrate.com?rub_Id=jky23d-u 
Set-­‐Cookie:{user_id=S1908}	  
 
ID	   rubID	   …	  
jky23d-­‐u	  S1908	  
Figure 5.1: An example in which rubiconproject.com shares its user-specific identifier
with adrate.com while a user is visiting cnn.com
.
panies involved with targeted advertisement services. Furthermore, We expect that factors such
as profile size (e.g., amount of their browsing history) and profile condition (logged-in or logged-
out) affect the presence of ID-sharing.
In order to evaluate our expectations, we explore the characteristics of user ID-sharing groups by
analysing the organisational and categorical relation amongst the members of ID-sharing groups
(§5.2). Afterwards in Section §5.3, we investigate the effect of user profile on the presence of
ID-sharing groups.
5.2 User Tracking
We start our analysis by exploring the connections between domains when they are aimed to
track users. User tracking is a practice by which a domain, either being directly visited by a user
or indirectly through third-party trackers, assigns a unique identifier to the user, and shares this
identifier with other domains. The parties participating in user tracking are able to aggregate the
data collected by other parties in order to construct a comprehensive profile of users. In the rest
of this section, we first describe our methodology and dataset, and subsequently explore the size
and nature of a user ID-sharing group.
5.2.1 Methodology and Data Collection
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Region Country No. P
Europe BE, CH, FE, DE, DK, ES, GB, GR, NL, FI 97
Middle East BD, IR, QA 11
America CA, MX, US 9
Oceania-East Asia AU, CN, MY 8
Africa SG, MR 3
Table 5.1: Number of participants per geographical location.
URL User-Specific IDs Key
http://ads.rubiconproject.com/ad/11078.js 65d39451-1f73-435a-bf39 put 2760
http://apex.go.sonobi.com/trinity.js i736hcjtwb05natk uin bw
http://cm.adform.net/pixel d4848—VOzy0—N1xas adform pc
Table 5.2: Example of URLs and the identified user-specific IDs with their associated keys.
In order to collect data, we use the same Firefox plug-in that we used before in Chapter §4. Our
plug-in records all HTTP requests and responses passing through the browser. The functionality
of our plug-in is described in Section §4.1.We ask our participants to install our plug-in and use
Firefox as their main browser for the minimum duration of two weeks. In order to preserve
users’ privacy we do not record any identifiable information such as the IP address, name or
contact information. Additionally, we obtained ethics approval from QMUL ethics committee
(code QMREC1416a) before performing our user studies. All our data are obtained between 20
February 2015 until 1 April 2015. In total we have 129 participants from 22 countries across the
globe. Our participants have visited 4,951 unique websites which include 6,568 unique third-
party trackers. Table 5.1 lists the number of our participants in each geographical region.
5.2.2 Nature of ID-Sharing Groups
To explore user tracking via sharing user-specific identifiers, we first need to determine the iden-
tifiers that are likely to be used as user-specific IDs: a unique identifier stored in a cookie or
embedded as a parameter in a URL. For this purpose, we apply the following rules inspired by
Acar et al. [38] on all items stored in the cookies and the URL parameters.
• Extract (key,value) pairs using delimiters such as ampersand (&) and semi-colon (;).
For instance, this string id=ece53b2e-ea5c-4433-ad3d&ssid=02ba238451c-
ec44ba88 contains two (key,value) pairs: (id,ece53b2e-ea5c-4433- ad3d) and (ssid,02ba-
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238451cec44ba88).
• Exclude (key,value) pairs that are inconsistent: a (key,value) pair is inconsistent if there
are multiple values for the same key belonging to a certain domain. For example these
pairs (id,ece53b2e-ea5c-4433) and (id,ffc87j3o-gh11-3278) observed from bbc.co.uk
are excluded.
• Exclude those value strings that are shared by multiple users.
• Only include those value strings that their length is longer than 7 characters. After applying
the aforementioned rules on our dataset, we found that 96% of user-specific IDs have a
minimum length of 7 characters.
We apply the above-described method for each user. Table 5.2 shows sample URLs and their
identified user-specific IDs with their associated keys. The identified IDs appear in various for-
mats of which the most common are {xx..x}, {x-x-..-x} and {x|x|..|x} where x can
be any combination of characters and numbers. We find 3,224 unique user IDs from 806 domains.
The vast majority of these IDs (96%) are being shared between at least two domains. We identify
769 domains that share unique user IDs with other domains. Extracting the user-specific IDs
enables us to identify user ID-sharing groups: a set of domains that share user-specific IDs. We
identify 660 unique ID-sharing groups containing two to more than eight domains. Figure 5.2a
provides the distribution of the number of different sharing groups (y-axis uses a logarithmic
scale) across their group size (x-axis). From Figure 5.2a, we observe that user IDs are mainly
shared between two (467 unique groups, 2,742 occurrences) or three (86 unique groups, 201 oc-
currences) domains. Moreover, the number of unique groups and their occurrences drop steadily
as group size increases.
5.2.2.1 Organisational Sharing
User ID-sharing groups consist of multiple domains that may actually belong to the same or-
ganisation. Therefore, we broaden our approach from domains to organisations, resulting in or-
ganisational sharing groups. For example, the organisational sharing group for {google.com,
youtube.com} is {Google}, and for this group: {youtube.com, scorecardresearch.
com} is {Google, comScore}.
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Figure 5.2: Size of ID sharing groups based on number of (a) domains and (b) organisations (the
highlighted bar shows within organisational sharing). Y-axis in both figures uses a logarithmic
scale.
We identify the organisation behind a set of domains using the method described in the Sec-
tion 4.4. Figure 5.2b provides the distribution of the number of organisational sharing groups
(again using a logarithmic y-axis) across their sizes (x-axis). The highlighted bar shows within-
organisational sharing groups.We observe that the number of within-organisational sharing groups
(sharing within a single organisation) is considerably lower than those with more than one organ-
isation (sharing across different organisations). Moreover, the most cross-organisational sharing
appears between only two organisations. The majority of these two- organisation groups contain
a member organisation that appears only once (306). On the other hand, dominant organisations
such as Google, Rubicon Project and Optimizely (a user targeting company) appear in 43, 40 and
33 two-organisation groups respectively.
In general, we find some organisations such as Rubicon Project (an ad exchange company) ap-
pears strongly in the cross-organisational sharing groups (112 groups) while large organisations
such as Google appears in both cross-organisational and within-organisational sharing groups.
Table 5.3 shows the top-15 most popular organisational sharing groups (in their frequency of
occurrence) and the nature of their user-specific ID-sharing within the group, i.e., within an or-
ganisation (w-org) or cross organisations (c-org).
5.2.2.2 Cross Categories Sharing
To gain more insight into the nature of user ID-sharing, we analyse the ID-sharing groups with
a different approach. We examine the categories of domains in each group. We first identified

















Table 5.3: Top 15 user ID-sharing groups ordered based on their frequency of occurrence.
The Type column indicates the nature of organisational sharing within the group (within-
organisation=w-org versus cross-organisation=c-org).
domain categories using the Trend Micro Site Safety Center categorisation service[88]. The
Trend Micro service contains 85 different interest categories. Moreover, we manually inspect
those that were not available on Trend Micro. We find categories related to the advertisements
(e.g., advertising networks, analytics, advertising exchanges) have the highest presence. This
strong presence is expected due to the employed advertising mechanisms (e.g., real-time bidding)
that share user-specific IDs across different entities of the advertisement related services.
We then compare the categories of domains in each group. For instance, in the following ID-
sharing group {getclicky.com,ibtimes.co.uk} the categories of domains in the group
are {Analytics, News}. Table 5.4 shows the top 15 categories of the sharing groups (in
their frequency of occurrence) and the nature of their domain categories in the group i.e., within
a category (w-cat.) or cross categories (c-cat). We observe that the majority of ID-sharing in
the groups happens across different categories. We find only 28 ID-sharing groups of which
their members belong to the same category (within-category sharing). This number is consider-
ably lower than 110 groups with members belonging to different categories (cross-categories
sharing). We also observe that sensitive domain categories such as health related ones par-
ticipate in the ID-sharing with domains related to advertisement trackers and search engines
(7 groups). For instance, webmd.com (a health information website) has shared user-specific
IDs with gravity.com (an advertisement tracker). Looking at a sample HTTP request from
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Sharing Group Type
search engines, web advertisements c-cat.
search engines, streaming media c-cat.
ad-tracker w-cat.
search engines w-cat.
ad-tracker, web advertisements c-cat.
ad-tracker, internet infrastructure c-cat.
ad tracker, photo searches, search engines c-cat.
media, news c-cat.




internet infrastructure, web advertisements c-cat.
ad tracker, search engines c-cat.
Table 5.4: Top 15 categories of the sharing groups ordered based on their frequency of occur-
rence. The Type column indicates the nature of domain categories within the sharing group






Table 5.5: A sample HTTP request from webmd.com (a health information website) to grav-
ity.com (an advertisement tracker). Gravity.com logs users’ visited pages via referrer URL-
parameter. Consequently, the searched terms by users on webmd.com are exposed to gravity.com
(e.g. query=breast-cancer)
webmd.com to gravity.com in Table 5.5, shows that gravity.com logs users’ visited
pages via referrer URL-parameter. This information enables gravity.com to create users’
profiles based on their visited pages and searched terms on webmd.com. The presence of such
domain categories within sharing groups raises serious privacy concerns since users’ sensitive
information can be exposed within sharing groups.
5.3 Effect of User Profile
In the previous section, we observed strong presence of user ID-sharing based on two-weeks
online activities’ logs of over 100 users. In this section, we further examine the potential inten-
tions behind the ID-sharing by studying the effect of user profile on the presence of ID-sharing
domains. For this purpose we run multiple experiments on sets of trained user profiles. In order











Table 5.6: Total number of unique ID-sharing domains for each (a) profile size and (b) profile
condition.
to create the user profiles, we first created five artificial users with separate accounts on Google,
Amazon, eBay and Twitter. We assign three different profile sizes, in terms of the browsing his-
tories, to our users: (1) Two users were given a browsing history consisting of Alexa’s top 500
websites (Profile-500); (2) Two other users with smaller size of browsing history including the
Alexa top-200 websites (Profile-200); (3) One user with an empty browsing history (Profile-0).
To explore the effect of not having a user profile, we consider a user with an empty brows-
ing history and without any accounts on the aforementioned websites (noAcount). We create the
browsing history by crawling the corresponding Alexa’s list of websites for five consecutive times
while users were logged-in. The profile-training step is done on the Firefox browser installed on
a separate Linux machine per user. After creating the user profiles, we install the Firefox plug-in
from the section 5.2.1 on the Firefox browsers. Then, we execute the main step of the experi-
ment by visiting Alexa’s top 1000 websites for each user. We repeat this step for 20 iterations
to expose as many as possible ID-sharing domains. We perform the main step identically under
two conditions: user logged-in and user logged-out.
We apply the same rules as described in Section 5.2.2 to identify user-specific IDs. Conse-
quently, we identify 4,104 unique user-specific IDs shared by 787 domains. Figure 5.3 illustrates
the accumulated number of unique ID-sharing domains across the iterations per user and pro-
file condition. We observe that the highest rise occurs between the first and second iteration
(approximately 40%), in comparison with subsequent iterations (Figure 5.3).
Moreover, we explore the number of ID-sharing domains across various profile sizes (browsing
histories) and profile conditions (logged-in, logged-out, and noAcount). Table 5.6 shows the
unique number of ID-sharing domains per profile size and condition. The results in Table 5.6
suggests that users with a larger profile (more browsing history) are tracked by a higher number
of ID-sharing domains than those with smaller profile sizes. This result was expected since larger
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Figure 5.3: Number of ID-sharing domains across the iterations for different profile sizes and
profile conditions (logged-in vs. logged-out)
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Figure 5.4: Organisational ID-sharing groups across various profile conditions: (a) logged-out
and (b) logged-in (Y-axis in both figures uses a logarithmic scale).
profiles expose more information to third-party trackers. On the other hand, we find the number
of ID-sharing domains higher in the logged-out condition than logged-in (Table 5.6b). In general,
the comparable numbers of ID-sharing domains across various profile conditions and profile sizes
suggest that the users are being tracked regardless of their profile condition and the amount of
the browsing history (Table 5.6).
Afterwards, we examine the presence of organisational ID-sharing groups across different profile
conditions. We define ID-sharing groups as sets of domains that share user-specific IDs (refer
to Section 5.2.2). In addition, we identify the organisations behind the sharing groups using the
method described in the Section 4.4. We identify 694 ID-sharing groups of which 357 (=51%)
belonging to two distinct organisations. We find that across these groups, Google and Rubicon
Project have the highest presence with respectively 27 (=7%), 20 (=5%) cases. Figure 5.4 shows
the number of organisational ID-sharing groups against their group size when the user is logged-
out (Figure 5.4a) and logged-in (Figure 5.4b). The number of ID-sharing groups with a larger
size are higher in the logged-out condition comparing to the logged-in condition. As an example,
Figure 5.5 shows the largest ID-sharing group for the logged-out mode. In this group, we find the
Rubicon Project, Switch Concept (an ad. Network company) and StickyADStv (a video publisher
company) as the most dominant ones in terms of organisational ID-sharing. We observe strong
collaborations between specific organisations such as the Rubicon Project, Sovrn (an ad Network
company), Google and StickyADStv.
This finding can be due to the fact that more domains have been collaborating with each other
when the user was logged-out, to compensate for the lack of context about the user, and trying to





































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.5: Heatmap showing the biggest organisational ID-sharing group in the logged-out
mode. Darker colours indicate higher frequency of collaboration between two organisations.
5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we explored the entangled connections between all user tracking parties on the
Web. In particular, we investigated the tracking groups that shared user specific identifiers. We
recorded the browsing history of more than 100 users for more than two weeks. We find 660
ID-sharing groups in our data. We identify a significant amount of ID-sharing across different
organisations. The number of ID-sharing within organisations are considerably lower. We note
that within-organisational ID-sharing can happen through other networks to which we did not
have access (e.g., company intranet). We identified Google and Rubicon Project (an ad. network
company) as the most dominant companies that used ID-sharing. Similar to our observation at
the organisational level, we observe a significant presence of domains from different categories
within ID-sharing groups. We observe that sensitive domain categories such as health related
ones participate in the ID-sharing with domains related to advertisement trackers and search
engines (seven ID-sharing groups).
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Moreover, we examined the effect of user profile on the presence of ID-sharing domains. Con-
trary to our initial expectation (see §5.1), the changes in the number of ID-sharing parties across
various profile sizes are comparable. This suggests that users are being tracked regardless of the
amount of their browsing history. We observe that the number of ID-sharing domains are higher
in the logged-out condition than logged-in. Our results suggest that more domains are collabo-
rating with each other when the user is logged-out trying to create a more precise profile for that
user.
This work can be extended by investigating whether this collaboration amongst ID-sharing do-
mains in the logged-out mode aims to identify the user, or it is a side-effect of knowing less about
the user, hence being more inclusive in potential advertising sources. Note that from our data we
cannot directly observe whether domains use these IDs to merge collected data from different
sources. However, considering the possibility of such practice, we believe it is important to get
additional insight about what ID-sharing groups actually do through the user IDs.
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Chapter 6
The Effect of Blocking Trackers on Page-Load
Performance 1
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we showed that users are being tracked regardless of the amount of their
browsing history. In response, users can turn to tracker-blockers to preserve their privacy and
improve their browsing experience. In this chapter, we focus on the effect of tracker-blockers on
page-load performance of websites.
A recent study has estimated the number of active tracker-blocking users to be 198 million [75].
However, some websites depend on third-party trackers for delivering their services. Such a
collaboration can be endangered in the presence of tracker-blockers and may lead to a reduced
website functionality and performance. For example, consider two JavaScript resources of a web-
site as shown in Figure 6.1. ad.js is in charge of delivering advertisements while loader.js
is in charge of loading all images of the website (including the advertisement images). In this sce-
nario, loader.js is partially dependent on the output images of ad.js. If an tracker-blocker
blocks ad.js, loader.js will wait for the output images of ad.js until it times out. These
dependencies amongst different resources, in particular JavaScript resources, play a significant
1In this chapter the findings of [89] is used to analyse the performance of websites that differentiate
between users with and without tracker-blocker.
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function loadAd(ads){







   var ads; 
   …




Figure 6.1: Dependency between JavaScript resources of a Web page.
role on websites load time [90].
There are multiple reports emphasising the importance of websites performance on users’ Web
browsing experience. Amazon has reported that an increase of 100ms in page-load time can
lead to 1% loss in sales. Moreover, Google stated that increasing page-load time by 500ms
leads to 25% drop in number of searches [91, 92]. There are various attempts to boost websites
performance by identifying the bottlenecks on the browser side, suggesting pre-processing proxy
engine and new frameworks to load resources [90, 93, 94].
We expect that blocking some third-party services by tracker-blockers affects the functionality of
some websites (see section §6.2), and in turn reduces their performance. However, it is expected
that popular websites take into account the scenarios in which their visitors use tracker-blockers.
These websites can consequently adapt existing solutions to avoid or reduce the negative effect on
page-load performance due to blocking third-party services. Otherwise the reduced performance
can lead to dissatisfaction of some visitors and potential financial loss for the websites.
In this chapter, we quantify the impact of tracker-blockers on the page-load time. We study
the effect of two popular tracker-blockers, Ghostery and AdBlock Plus, on the performance of
Alexa’s top-200 websites to:
• understand whether different tracker-blockers have similar effect on the page-load perfor-
mance.
• investigate the impact of tracker-blockers on popular websites.
• understand which categories of websites are affected the most.
In the following sections, we first provide background information on Web page-load process and
tracker-blockers functionality (§6.2), afterwards we describe our data collection method (§6.3).
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We then present our analysis on the changes of page-load performance in the presence of Ghostery
and AdBlock Plus (§6.4). We show a considerable negative effect of tracker-blockers across var-
ious websites regardless of their popularity and category of services.
6.2 Background on Page Loading and Tracker-blocking
When a user enters the URL of a website into a browser, a request to download the main HTML
structure of the website will be sent to the website’s corresponding server. The HTML structure
is dynamically generated (or it has a predefined static structure) at the server side and will be sent
back the client’s browser in chunks. Upon receiving the first portion of the HTML of the page, the
browser recursively parses all HTML elements and process their corresponding objects. These
objects include images, videos, Cascading Style Sheets (CSSs) to format the appearance of the
HTML elements, JavaScripts to interact with the page at the client side. The browser gradually
transfers the processed objects into another format i.e., DOM (Figure 6.2) tree which will be used
later to render the page on the user’s screen.
<html>	  
	  	  <head>	  
	  	  	  	  <link	  rel=“stylesheet”	  href=“styles.css”>	  
	  	  </head>	  
	  	  <body>	  
	  	  	  	  <div>..</div>	  
	  	  	  	  <script	  type=“text/javascript”	  src=“./	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  ad.js”>	  
	  	  </body>	  
</html>	  
html	  
head	   body	  
link	   div	   script	  
Basic	  HTML	  Structure	   DOM	  tree	  
Figure 6.2: Browser engine transfers HTML structure to DOM tree.
The browser does not download and parse all of these objects in parallel. When a browser
encounters the first <script> element, it will halt DOM construction until the corresponding
JavaScript code of the <script> element is parsed and executed. This is due to the fact that
JavaScript code can modify the HTML structure and content of the page, for instance a JavaScript
code which inserts an advertisement’s image into the page (Figure 6.3). The other object sus-
pending the cycle of page load is CSS. Similar to JavaScript, CSS affects the HTML structure by
modifying the format of elements (Figure 6.3). To avoid the delay caused by the parse-blocking
effect of JavaScript and CSS, Web developers are advised to separate any unnecessary JavaScript
and CSS from the main HTML structure of the websites [95]. Therefore, these objects will be
loaded later after the DOM tree is constructed.
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<html>	  
	  	  <head>	  
	  	  	  	  <link	  rel=“stylesheet”	  href=“styles.css”>	  
	  	  </head>	  
	  	  <body>	  
	  	  	  	  <div	  id=“d1”>..</div>	  
	  	  	  	  <script	  type=“text/javascript”	  src=“./	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  ad.js”>	  




link	   div	   script	  
head	  







styles.css	  var	  ad_img	  =	  document	  
	  	  .createElement(“img”);	  









Figure 6.3: JavaScript and CSS can change the structure of DOM tree.
Tracker blocking. Tracker-blockers are aimed to raise users’ awareness about third-party track-
ers, and improve their browsing experience by blocking tracking services. Ghostery [73] and Ad-
Block Plus [96] are amongst the most popular tracker-blocking plug-ins [97, 98]. The tracker-blocker
browser plug-ins are able to monitor all HTTP(S) requests and responses pass through the browsers.
For instance, http-on-modify-request is a predefined event available on Mozilla Web
API through which HTTP requests can be modified or cancelled before being sent by the browser.
In order to decide which requests to block, these plug-ins mainly rely on static lists of patterns
referring to the user tracking resources. For example, this pattern:http://*/ads.js refers
to the ads.js JavaScript code that is served by any domain. While some plug-ins such as
Ghostery provide an informative categorisation of the trackers and enable users to block different
categories, there are other ones like AdBlock Plus that mainly focus on blocking advertisement
related trackers. In to blocking the trackers, Ghostery claims to improve page-load performance
of the websites. We note that Ghostery and AdBlock Plus block trackers only if the user has
enabled the blocking option and applied the corresponding configurations.
6.3 Methodology
Data collection. The data collection procedure includes two phases: first, we need to record the
loading time of a website under the standard condition i.e., there is no tracker-blocker running
on the browser. Second, we record the loading time of the same website while a tracker-blocker
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Figure 6.4: The data collection procedure
this section.
We extend the find-tracker Firefox plug-in described in Section §4.2 to record the loading time of
web pages using NavigationTimingAPI [99]. This API provides the information about the
time at which certain events happen during processing of a web page. For instance, navigation
Start property of the Navigation Timing API represents the moment at which the browser is
ready to send a request to get HTML structure of a page. Another example is domComplete
which indicates the time at which all the resources of the Web page are parsed and transferred
into DOM tree format( §6.2). We run our experiments on a Firefox browser instrumented by our
plug-in. We use a similar data collection procedure as the one described in §4.2. We visit the
landing page of Alexa’s top-200 websites. We ensure to allocate enough time to each website
to reach the domComplete point. Thus, we set an interval of 60 seconds for each visit. Note
that the average page-load time that has been reported from different resources is less than 10
seconds ( [90, 100]). If domComplete event of a website is not triggered within 60 seconds,
we assume that there is a technical problem. We use a new browser profile for each visit to avoid
the effect of caching.
We visit each website for ten times. We note that we cannot find a statistically significant dif-
ference in the average PLT time across the ten iterations (P-value = 0.9, ANOVA). Due to this
observation and similar previous work done in [101], we also set the number of the iterations
to ten. We report the median Page-Load Time (PLT) from a total of ten runs as this metric can
represent the majority of the observed PLT times and is not influenced by extreme values (e.g.,
a very high PLT of a website at a certain time due to network glitches). We refer to this part of
experiment as the standard condition (there is no tracker-blocker employed on the browser).
To measure the effect of tracker-blockers, we add a new step to our original data collection
procedure (described in Section §4.2). The new step, as it is shown in Figure 6.4 (step 3), includes
the installation of Ghostery and activating its blocking option for all third-party trackers (see §6.2)
before visiting a website. Afterwards, we identically repeat our experiment (visiting Alexa’s
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Figure 6.5: PLT comparison in the standard condition (No-Adblocker) vs. in the presence of
tracker-blockers including AdBlock Plus and Ghostery.
Top-200 for ten times). To compare the effect of different tracker-blockers, we similarly activate
AdBlock Plus, and repeat the experiment.
We conduct our experiments on a MacBook Pro with a 2.3GHz Intel core i5 CPU and 8GB
memory. The computer is connected to a home network of 20Mbps (provided by Sky Broadband
service which is one of the best low cost broadband services in UK ([102]).
Page-load time. We calculate PLT as a time from which a page is requested until all page’s
objects are fetched, processed and added to the DOM tree ( §6.2). Another approach is to define
PLT only based on visual properties regardless of the interactions between browser and website.
For example, above-the-fold time shows the time at which a website is visible on the user’s
screen. This metric needs to be calculated manually after the Web page is visually recorded, and
thus is not scalable.
6.4 Effect of Tracker-blockers on Page-Load Performance
We aim to understand the impact of blocking third-party trackers by tracker-blockers on the page-
load performance. Figure 6.5 shows the comparison of the standard PLT (no tracker-blockers)
with the PLT affected by Ghostery and AdBlock Plus. We observe that AdBlock Plus and
Ghostery have different effects on the page-load time in comparison with the standard condi-



































































Figure 6.6: Relative changes of the standard PLT caused by Ghostery ( 6.6a) vs. AdBlock Plus
( 6.6b).
tion. Ghostery has an improving effect on the performance of the websites by over 2s reduction
in the total median PLT from 7.33s to 5.04s, whereas AdBlock Plus reduction of the total me-
dian PLT is 167ms. This finding is expected as Ghostery blocks various categories of trackers
in comparison with AdBlock Plus which only targets advertisement related trackers (§6.2). Fig-
ure 6.6a shows the histogram of relative changes of PLT at the presence of tracker-blockers for the
Alexa’s top-200 websites. The relative changes of PLT is calculated using Equation 6.1 in which




Ghostery has a positive effect on the page-load performance of 103 (=64%) websites of which
forbes.com, dailymotion.com and msn.com have the highest relative reduction of PLT
with respectively 79%, 77% and 74%. Moreover, the PLT of about 60 websites (=38%) reduces
by up to 50% when Ghostery is activated. Despite Ghostery’s claim to optimise website perfor-
mance, Ghostery exhibits a negative effect on the page-load performance of 52 websites (=32%)
by increasing their PLT in comparison with the standard PLT. Comparing Ghostery and AdBlock
Plus (Figure 6.6b), we find that there are only 53 websites (=33%) benefiting from AdBlock Plus
of which msn.com, indiatimes.com and aol.com have the most relative reduction of PLT
with respectively 64%, 63% and 59%. AdBlock Plus increases the PLT of 107 (=66%) websites
which is two times more than the negative effect of Ghostery on the page-load time. We find 49
websites that their PLT increase by both Ghostery and AdBlock Plus of which amazon.co.uk
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Figure 6.7: Relative changes of PLT in the presence of Ghostery against websites’ ranking.
and theladbible.com have the highest relative increase of PLT.
We note that some websites can detect the presence of tracker-blockers and may disrupt the
normal rendering of their Web pages. We use the dataset of such websites reported in [103]
and identify 10 websites in our study that track the presence of tracker-blockers. However, after
manually analysing these websites none are found to diverge from the normal execution. Hence,
the page-load time is not influenced by the tracker-blocking detection mechanism.
6.4.1 Popular Websites
So far we have observed a variety of effects that tracker-blockers have on the performance of
the websites. The arising question here is the extent to which the popular websites are affected
by the tracker-blockers. It is expected that highly popular websites are managed optimally to
experience minimum negative impact at the presence of tracker-blockers. To answer this ques-
tion, we analyse the relative changes of the PLT when Ghostery is employed in comparison with
the standard condition across websites’ Alex ranking. We only consider Ghostery as it covers a
larger number of trackers in comparison with AdBlock Plus.
We observe that more than half of Alexa’s top-50 websites benefit from Ghostery with up to 30%
reduction of the PLT (Figure 6.7). Amongst the top-50th, yahoo.com benefits the most with
60% faster load in comparison with the standard condition (Table 6.1). However, there are 16
websites amongst the top-50 which load slower in the presence of Ghostery of which ebay.com
has the highest increase of PLT with 60%. We note that these are highly popular websites and as
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Rank Website Standard PLT Ghostery PLT Relative Change
1 google.com 2.375 2.5215 -0.06
2 facebook.com 1.988 1.7375 0.12
3 youtube.com 4.335 3.963 0.08
5 yahoo.com 10.8595 4.3245 0.60
6 amazon.com 9.601 10.488 -0.09
11 google.co.in 2.122 2.1415 -0.01
12 live.com 2.017 2.021 -0.002
14 linkedin.com 3.198 2.091 0.34
15 yahoo.co.jp 10.183 7.285 0.28
17 bing.com 0.3775 0.466 -0.23
18 ebay.com 8.6775 14.5085 -0.67
20 yandex.ru 3.249 2.8345 0.12
21 vk.com 7.496 6.612 0.11
24 msn.com 14.861 3.8325 0.74
25 instagram.com 2.7215 2.48 0.09
27 amazon.co.jp 12.205 12.8425 -0.05
30 pinterest.com 5.374 5.276 0.02
32 reddit.com 6.279 4.868 0.22
33 mail.ru 6.0575 5.219 0.14
34 paypal.com 10.9835 6.68 0.39
36 wordpress.com 3.0225 2.605 0.14
Table 6.1: Top-20 high ranking websites and the comparison of their PLT(second) under standard
condition and when Ghostery is activated.
such, a higher number of users may be affected due to negative website performance. Our obser-
vation shows that as the website ranking increases (i.e., from high, to low rankings), the variance
of changes on the PLT becomes larger. In other words, the influence of tracker-blockers on the
performance of less popular websites is not constant. These differences can be due to different
Web-development strategies taken by high ranking websites such as applying best-practices on
Web performance optimisation (§6.2).
Category No. Websites + vs. -
Portal/Search Engine 44 28 vs. 16
Shopping 31 15 vs. 16
News/Media 14 14 vs. 0
Entertainment 13 8 vs. 5
Computers 10 5 vs. 5
Social Networks 9 9 vs. 0
Pornography 9 4 vs. 5
Business 8 5 vs. 3
Web Advertisement 7 5 vs. 2
Streaming/Photo 7 5 vs. 2
Other 7 6 vs. 1
Table 6.2: Number of websites across different categories. The + vs. - indicates the number of
websites that are positively affected by Ghostery and vice versa.
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.8: Top-20 websites with the highest relative reduction of PLT in the presence of
Ghostery.
6.4.2 Categories of Websites
We investigate how the tracker-blockers affect the performance of the websites across various
categories of services. We categorise websites using the Trend Micro Site Safety Center cate-
gorisation service [88]. Our visited websites fall into 11 categories (Table 6.2) of which Por-
tal/Search Engine, Shopping and News/Media appeared the most. The majority of the websites
in the aforementioned categories benefit from Ghostery. Moreover, all of the websites in the
Social Networks benefit from Ghostery. Figure 6.8 shows top-20 websites in the top-3 popular
categories and their relative changes of PLT. The PLT of all of the websites in the News category
reduces with forbes.com and cnn.com benefit the most with more than 50% reduction in
their standard PLT (Figure 6.8a). We find 16 websites amongst the Portal/Search related websites
that their PLT is affected negatively by Ghostery ( 6.8b). In this category different localised ver-
sions of Google search engine are of interest. We observe that the relative changes of PLT across
different versions of Google are affected diversely from almost 10% reduction to 6% increase. In
fact, these localised versions are not identical as they may use different resources being served
from different servers and locations. The negative effect of Ghostery on the page-load time of
Shopping related websites is stronger in comparison with other categories. Ghostery increases
the PLT of more than half of the websites in this category (16 of 31) with more than 20%. In-
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terestingly, the majority of negatively affected websites in this category are localised versions
of Amazon online shopping website (Figure 6.8c). In contrast to Google, all of the versions of
Amazon shopping website are negatively affected.
6.5 Related Work
There are various performance measurements focusing on the effect of network related factors
and characteristics of Web pages on page-load time. Naylor et al. [104] investigate the impact
of HTTPS on network latency. They observe a negative impact of HTTPS (above 500ms) on
page-load time of about 90% of the Alexa’s top-500 websites when they are loaded via mobile
network, and 40% of the websites when fiber network is used. They find that TCP handshake
time takes longer for half of the websites when HTTPS is used. Huang et al. [101] study the
page-load performance under 3G network on different mobile devices. They observe that net-
work related metrics such as round trip time and simultaneous TCP connections affect page-load
performance differently across different mobile devices. Butkiewicz et al. [3] study the effect
of different factors on page-load performance. They identify number of objects, number of
JavaScript resources, Web page size and number of requests as the most correlated factors to
the page-load performance. However, they observe that these factors affect various categories of
websites differently. For instance, the number of images and requests have the most effect on
the performance of News sites. While the total size of JavaScript objects and the number of re-
quests are mainly important for Gaming websites. In a simulation-based study done by Ihm and
Pai [2] the effect of dependencies between objects, number of simultaneous TCP connections and
caching on page-load performance are studied. They simplify their simulation by ignoring net-
work latency and browser processing time. They observe that 8 simultaneous TCP connections
can reduce the page-load time by 23%. Additionally, removing dependencies between objects
will reduce page-load time by 50%. These studies investigate the complex relation of page-load
performance with various factors that are directly involved in the construction and delivery of
a Web page. We analyse the effect of a different factor on page-load performance, namely the
present tracker-blocker plug-ins that interfere with normal load of Web pages.
There are various proposals to improve page-load performance by modifying the page-load pro-
cess and browser computation. Wang et al. [105] present a technique to re-structure the page-load
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process by prioritising the parts of the Web page that needs to be loaded. Their technique is aimed
to reduce the parsing-blocking latency caused by dependencies amongst JavaScript resources.
This technique relies on a proxy server to pre-process a Web page and transfer a basic represen-
tation of the page’s DOM to the client browser while resources with lower priority loads in the
background. The Adrenaline architecture parallelizes page-loading by dividing a Web page into
smaller pages and processing each page separately in parallel [106]. The WProf browser profiler
[90] generates dependency graph of the browser processes. They observe that the computations
needed to parse HTML tags and evaluate JavaScripts takes about 30% of page-load time.
Some recent studies focus on anti-tracker-blocking which refers to a practice in which websites
detect the presence of tracker-blocker plug-ins, and coerce users to deactivate their tracker-blockers.
Rafique et al. [107] measure anti-tracker-blocking as part of a bigger study of malicious adver-
tisements and malware on free live-streaming services. They find 16.3% of the 1,000 exam-
ined websites use scripts that detect the presence of tracker-blockers and defeat them by forcing
users to deactivate their tracker-blockers. Nithyanand et al. [89] identify 14 anti-tracker-blocking
scripts that are employed by 6% of Alexa top-5k websites. They find that anti-tracker-blocking
services were popular amongst news, blogs and entertainment websites. Interestingly, they ob-
serve that some tracker-blockers such as Ghostery and AdBlock Plus can identify anti-tracker-blocking
services and counter-block them. We reveal another dimension of difficulties that users may face
when trying to preserve their privacy by employing tracker-blocker plug-ins.
6.6 Conclusion
We investigated the impact of tracker-blockers on page-load performance. For this purpose,
we selected two popular tracker-blocker plug-ins, Ghostery and AdBlock Plus, and measured
how they affect the loading time of Alexa’s top-200 websites. We observed that Ghostery and
AdBlock Plus had different effects on the performance of the websites. Ghostery had a positive
impact on the performance of majority of the websites (103 websites,64%) by reducing their
PLT. However, AdBlock Plus improved the performance of a limited number of websites (53
websites, 33%). In line with our expectation, we observed a considerable number of websites
that load slower in the presence of tracker-blockers. Ghostery increased the page-load time of
52 websites, whereas this number is almost 2 times higher in the presence of AdBlock Plus
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(107 websites). Interestingly, we observed that localised versions of the same website (e.g.,
google.com vs. googe.com.br) are affected diversely.
Despite our initial expectation, we found highly popular websites such as ebay.com amongst
those that were affected negatively. The page-load performance of 39% (=16) of Alexa’s top-50
has reduced by 10% in the presence of Ghostery.
We note that the poor performance of websites caused by tracker-blockers can discourage users
from using such tools. For instance, the extra latencies (imposed by tracker-blockers) experi-
enced by users when using online banking facilities can make them impatient and subsequently
leading users to disable their tracker-blockers. A more optimistic assumption is that users dis-
miss performance in favour of preserving their privacy. This assumption may be true for some
users who are aware about online user tracking and concerned about their privacy. However,
this assumption cannot be generalised to all users with different level of awareness regarding
user tracking. Therefore, general users may have a reduced interest in using such tools. In
Section §7.3, we further discuss the dilemma that users and publisher websites encounter when
tracker-blockers are in use.
To conclude, the different effects of tracker-blockers highlight the complexity of today’s Web in
which third-parties are deeply entangled within websites. Our findings are useful for publisher
websites as we recommend to take into account the user experience when tracker-blockers are
used. Additionally, we revealed that tracker-blockers need to be better tuned as these plug-ins are
aimed to improve user privacy with no (or minimum) negative effect on the other aspects of user
browsing experience. In Section §7.3, we provide possible solutions to improve tracker-blocking
plug-ins. Our work can be extended by identifying and understanding the nature of the third-party
trackers that their blockage has the worst impact on the page-load performance.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Directions
7.1 Summary
In this thesis, we explored the third-party tracking ecosystem from three dimensions which are
1) the geographic scope of the third-party trackers, 2) the interactions between different players
and 3) privacy.
We first explored the geographic scope of the third-party trackers (Chapter §4). Previous works
had reported that dominant organisations such as Google are highly present in the third-party
tracking ecosystem (see Section §3.1). Considering the expanding scope and applications of
third-party trackers, we expected that they would expand beyond particular countries and organ-
isations. Our results revealed the presence of local third-party trackers in almost all the investi-
gated countries. The international presence of third-party tracking services belonging to countries
with different approaches towards user data protections and online privacy (see Section §3.2.1)
adds to the complexity of this ecosystem. Moreover, the global presence of third-party track-
ers leads to a number of challenges for the financial and regulatory sectors. We discuss these
challenges in Section §7.2.
After observing the presence of third-party trackers, we subsequently explored the possible in-
teractions between them. In particular, we studied the nature of tracking groups sharing user-
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specific IDs (Chapter §5). We identified that there exists numerous interactions between various
players that share user-specific IDs. Moreover, we show that the presence of these interactions
varies across different user profile conditions (logged-in vs. logged-out). Our findings high-
lighted the challenges faced in order to preserve users’ privacy as explained in Section §7.2.
Considering the amount of user tracking that is happening on the Web, many users have turned to
tracker-blocker plug-ins to mitigate the impact of third-party trackers. However, these tools may
have a negative effect on user’s browsing experience. We investigated the effect of tracker-blockers
plug-ins on page-load performance, which is an important factor for the users (Chapter §6). We
identified that blocking third-party trackers by these plug-ins can have diverse effects on the
page-load performance. The diverse effects of tracker-blockers reflected on potential negative
impact on users’ experience when attempting to preserve their privacy.
In the remainder of this section, we provide more details about our findings on each of the afore-
mentioned studied dimensions. Additionally, we discuss the encountered challenges through our
investigation of the third-party tracking ecosystem. We conclude this chapter by providing the
potential opportunities for future work.
Third-party trackers are beyond a set of global dominant players. We investigated the ge-
ographical distribution of the third-party tracking ecosystem by studying the global and regional
presence of third-party trackers. The chosen websites consisted of the Alexa top-500 most pop-
ular websites of 28 countries covering five geographic regions: North America, South America,
Europe, East Asia, the Middle East and Oceania. We observed the dominant presence of third-
party trackers belonging to international corporations across all regions. However, we revealed
the existence of local third-party trackers (third-party trackers that are physically hosted in the
related region) that are even dominating global players in certain regions. For example, in North
America, Europe and East Asia the presence of dominant local players was considerable. We
observed a non-uniform geographic distribution of local third-party trackers across popular web-
sites of different countries, with a dominant presence of players based in the US, Japan, Great
Britain and Germany. Interestingly, local third-party trackers of some countries such as Russia
seemed to be employed in popular websites of particular countries such as Turkey.
User-specific ID-sharing happens prevalently across organisations and categories of ser-
vices. We studied all tracking parties that generate user-specific IDs and share these IDs with
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other parties. We provided a first look at the nature of such tracking groups and their relation with
user profiles. In our analysis, we created a dataset from both browsing histories of 129 users and
active experiments. We found a significant amount of ID-sharing across different organisations
providing various service categories. We even observed health related websites being part of
user-specific ID-sharing groups which reflects on the possible accessibility of user sensitive in-
formation amongst the ID-sharing parties. We observed that ID-sharing happens on a large scale
regardless of the user profile size and user state such as logged-in and logged-out. We believe
that our analysis has revealed the huge gap between what is known about user tracking and what
is done by these services.
The tracker-blockers have different effects on the page-load performance of websites. We
investigated the effect of tracker-blockers on page-load performance of Alexa top-200 websites.
We observed a considerable number of websites across various service categories that load slower
in the presence of tracker-blockers (AdBlock Plus : 66%, Ghostery : 32%). In particular, we
found shopping related websites as the most negatively affected ones. Some of the negatively
affected websites took above two times longer to load in the presence of tracker-blockers. We
found highly popular websites amongst those that were negatively affected which reflects on the
high number of users who may experience this latency.
7.2 Challenges
Handling international third-party trackers. The presence of international third-party track-
ers across local websites of countries leads to certain challenges in terms of handling international
flow and trade of personal information. Firstly, countries may have a different view on the nature
of cyberspace. For example, Russia considers the uncontrolled flow of information as a national
threat. The presence of overseas third-party trackers across popular websites of countries like
Russia (e.g., we observed strong presence of German third-parties across popular Russian web-
sites) endangers their approach towards cyber security. Another challenge here is how to retain
the financial rights of different parties specially the international ones that are making money
out of tracking citizens of another country. One example is the recent dispute over the inconse-
quential Google UK’s tax (17%) whereas UK advertisers may have provided up to £5 billions of
Google’s sales [82]. To tackle this challenge some countries such as France have proposed a new
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tax model for personal data collection [108]. We believe that adopting such proposals can affect
the presence of the international players in this ecosystem.
Lack of transparency. The practice of user-specific ID sharing enables the involved parties to
merge their user datasets on the back-end based on shared user-specific IDs, and thus extend
their knowledge about user’s browsing history. We cannot directly observe whether such dataset-
merging happens at the back-end. In fact, not much is known about the prevalence of back-
end dataset-merging which again supports the need for more transparency on the collaborations
between tracking parties. A solution can be the adoption of privacy-preserving user tracking
techniques that rely on trusted intermediaries for passing and merging user information.
If such collaboration between tracking parties happens (without adopting privacy-preserving
techniques), a large amount of user’s browsing history will be known to large number of parties
involved in ID-sharing [16]. To mitigate the effect of ID-sharing, a blunt approach is to block
third-party trackers. Modern browsers offer blocking third-party cookies option. Additionally,
there are various tracker-blocker browser plug-ins such as Ghostery, AdBlock Plus and Privacy-
Badger (see 3.4). However, these methods are not specifically targeting ID-sharing, therefore,
may not necessarily block ID-sharing related traffic.
Dilemma. Tracker-blocking plug-ins have been created to answer user’s frustration over plethora
of invisible players collecting personal information. However, these plug-ins are perceived as a
threat by publisher websites. [24] showed that the use of tracker-blockers can drop the revenue
of publisher websites by 30% due to blocking advertisement entities. Our investigation revealed
another possible dimension of revenue lost as a result of the reduced page-load performance.
Moreover, the use of tracker-blockers comes at a price for users. Some publisher websites take
discriminative actions against users of tracker-blockers by blocking them, or otherwise coercing
them to disable the tracker-blockers [89]. The negative effect of tracker-blockers on page-load
performance suggests another potential burden to users. The challenge is to get the right balance
between the user privacy and websites performance. Therefore, the tracker-blocking plug-ins
must take into account the impact of their services on the overall user experience and not irra-
tionally block all third-party trackers. In addition, websites should apply standard optimization
rules that aim to improve page-load performance ( §6.2).
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7.3 Future Path.
Providing measurement infrastructure. Our understanding about third-party trackers in
Africa and the Middle East is still limited, perhaps, due to the lack of a stable measurement
infrastructure in these regions. For example, in Africa, 8 PlanetLab nodes were deployed during
our course of study of which none were available at that time. Another measurement infrastruc-
ture is RIPE Atlas [109] providing broadly deployed vantage points across the globe. However,
it supports limited types of measurements. Therefore, there is a need for a geographically spread
infrastructure with less limitations.
Tracker-blocking tools. While all the existing tracker-blocking plug-ins mainly rely on exam-
ining the traffic at the browser-side, we believe that adding a back-end engine performing auxil-
iary crawls and analysis will greatly improve these plug-ins. In fact, our approach for identifying
user-specific ID-sharing is extensible as a back-end process for a new class of tracker-blocking
plug-ins targeting ID-sharing. For instance to identify user-specific IDs, a series of repeated
crawls of the domain which is visited by the user can be used to apply our method to distin-
guish user-specific IDs from non-relevant IDs. The precision of such a plug-ins in identifying
user-specific IDs will gradually improve with more user engagement.
Furthermore, publisher websites have limited insight into the tracking activities of the third-
party trackers embedded on their websites. The plug-ins that can identify and report the type of
tracking happening on their websites will allow publishers to understand the privacy violation
risks their visitors face. Hence, publishers should be accountable for the third-party tracking
services they incorporate.
User experience. Considering the increasing number of tracker-blocker users, the interaction
between these plug-ins and websites needs further investigation. A possible research direction is
to investigate the effect of these tools on user experience. For example, different user interactions
(e.g., navigating, shopping) may affect the page-load process differently and consequently the
user experiences can vary. For this purpose, other metrics such as above-the-fold (shows visual
completeness of a page) may be useful, although using this metric requires manual inspection
unless some automatic methodology is introduced.
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7.4 Final Word
The third-party trackers have received attention from different perspectives in the recent years.
From a privacy point of view, our findings showed that users are being tracked extensively and
unconditionally. We observed the accessibility of sensitive user information to the tracking par-
ties which sadly has been reported in a number of previous works as well [12, 13, 9]. This
unchanged situation suggests that various researches and discussions done by different commu-
nities have not had enough practical impact yet.
Our multi-dimensional analysis showed the global expansion of 2the third-party tracking ecosys-
tem. We showed the entangled connections amongst all players, and the consequent difficulties
and dilemma to protect end-users against the privacy risk 2the third-party trackers pose. More-
over, this thesis pointed to important gaps in our knowledge and understanding about various
aspects of 2third-party tracking. We believe that filling these gaps will be greatly beneficial for






This Python software program enables us to create an instance of Firefox browser and visit web-
sites on the browser. This software program contains: (1) the firefoxBrowser class managing
Firefox browser functionality and (2) the visitWebsites function managing the process of visiting







from selenium import webdriver
from selenium.webdriver.firefox.firefox binary import FirefoxBinary
import time
class firefoxBrowser():
#Generates an instance of Firefox browser
##and installs other plug−ins such as ADBlock Plus
def setUp(self):
filename = "<path to data collection plug−in>"
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adbPlus filename = "<path to adblock plus>"
browserPath = "<path to firefox browser>"
adbPlus profile = "<profile folder>"
profile = webdriver.FirefoxProfile(adbPlus profile)
#Installs the plug−in on the Firefox
profile.add extension(adbPlus filename)
self.xvfb = Xvfb(width=1280, height=720)
self.xvfb.start()
self.driver = webdriver.Firefox(firefox profile=profile,firefox binary =
FirefoxBinary(browserPath))







#Visits each website for 10 times
##Input parameter : inputFile (data type = string,
###desc. = address of the file containing a list of URLs
##Output = None
def visitWebsites(inputFile):
i = 1 # Number of current iteration
max = 10 # Total number of iterations
siteStay = 60 # Duration of visiting each website
while i <= max:
#Each iteration should be run from its allocated folder
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if i > 1:
userpath = "<path to data collection plugin>"
src = userpath + str(i) + "/persist.js"





log = "no " + str(i)





for l in line:
url = "http://www."+l["tabDomain"]
try:




time.sleep(10) #Delay between closing and opening the browser
except:




i = i + 1
if name == " main ":
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if len(sys.argv) > 1:






The ADNS method described in Chapter §2 to identify third-party trackers is implemented in
form of a Python software program. The software contains five functions; Above each function






#Gets the ADNS information of a given domain name using nslookup utility tool
##and store the output in a CSV file
##Input parameter(s): domain (data type = string,
###desc. = domain name)
##Output: None
def nsLookup(domain):
#Output of nslookup is temporarily stored in the below parameters
origin = "" #registered origin domain name
mail = "" #registered email address
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for a in arrp:
if a.find("origin") > −1:
origin = a.split("=")[1]




outStr = site + "," + origin + "," + mail + "," + getDomainName(org2)




#Compares the obtained ADNS information with a predefined list of CDNs
##and general hosting services.
##Input parameter(s): ns (data type = string,
###desc. = The original domain name obtained from nsLookup function),
###and domain (data type = string, desc. = domain name)
##Output: String
def replaceGeneralDomains(ns,domain):
#List of CDNs and general hosting services identified in our dataset










for g in general list:
#if it is a general domain name,
##use the main domain instead of ns record
if ns.find(g) > −1:
return domain
return ns
#Extracts the domain name of a URL, eg., bbc.co.uk from player.bbc.co.uk









#Creates a file in CSV format
##Input parameter(s): data (data type = string),
###inputFile (data type = string, desc. = file address)
###and header (data type = string, desc. = header of the file)
##Output: None
def wrtieIntoFile(data, inputFile , header = ""):




with open(inputFile , ’a’) as the file:
the file.write(header)
the file.write(os.linesep)
with open(inputFile , ’a’) as the file:
the file.write(data.encode(’utf−8’).strip())
the file.write(os.linesep)
#Gets the ADNS information of all URLs in the inputFile
##Input parameter(s): inputFile (data type = string, desc. = file address;
###the input file MUST have a header row calling "url"),
##Output: None
def getAdnsInfo(inputFile):
with open(inputFile , "rb") as theFile:
line = csv.DictReader(theFile)
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